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Welcome to Trainer’s guide! 
 

The Trainer’s Guide is a set of methodological materials developed as a support to the Training 

Programme “Social Entrepreneurship through Passion”. Both the Trainer’s Guide and the Training 

Programme were developed within the project of the same name (shortly referred to as 

“PASSIONPRENEURS”, Project N° 2019-1-DE02-KA204-006105) that aims to tackle 

unemployment and social exclusion of vulnerable population groups by helping them identify their 

interests, talents and passions and employ them in order to create social enterprises. 

The Training Programme aims to respond to the needs of people facing social, economic and learning 

difficulties and consists of 5 modules: Personal Value-Social Value, From Passion to Purpose, 

Building my Social Project, Social Needs, Social Product, My Passionpreneuring.  The intended 

duration of each module is about 4 hours – thus, the overall duration of the course is approximately 20 

hours. . In addition, the course comprises a set of practical exercises, interactive tools, tips and 

additional resources that are meant to help the participants better understand their strengths and 

interests, learn how to employ them in practice, and improve their entrepreneurial skills. 

In this sense, the Trainer’s Guide is meant to help experts (occupational counsellors, coaches, 

specialists of employability organizations and business support organizations, teachers and trainers of 

education and training centres) working with the above-mentioned target groups to organise and 

conduct the Training Programme “Social Entrepreneurship through Passion” in a most effective 

manner. It provides deeper insights into social entrepreneurship, the needs of people from vulnerable 

population groups, and methodologies one can use to develop (social) entrepreneurship skills.  

Therefore, the Guide includes all the necessary information and guidance that the trainers need to be 

able to work with adults from disadvantaged social and economic backgrounds and support them in 

using their ITP (interests, talents and passions) for social entrepreneurship. Through the right guidance, 

entrepreneurs-to-be can more quickly establish the connection between the theoretical side and the 

practical side of business activities.  

The Guide is designed so that each trainer can study and use it independently, without the need for 

external assistance. It is organised around three main chapters: Methodology for the identification of 

ITPs, Guidance and tools for the Training Programme, and Peer-Coaching. Our hope is that the 

Trainer’s Guide will help you its readers enrich  your their pool of knowledge  pool and broaden the 

range of tools to be used when delivering trainings on the topic of social entrepreneurship for people 

with social, economic and learning difficulties. 
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Chapter 1: Methodology for the identification of ITPs 
  

1.1 Methodology for the identification (tools and approaches) of ITPs of 

disadvantaged people  

 

APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY  

 

 

 

 

 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Appreciative inquiry (AI) is a philosophy, methodology and a tool to bring positive (transformative) 

change in an organisation or a community. Appreciative Inquiry has its roots in social constructionism, 

which maintains that any social organisation is an arbitrary social construction; therefore, our ability 

to create  such organisations is only limited by our imagination and collective will. In this context, 

language is presented by social constructivism as a fundamental tool through means of which one can 

create social reality: as we talk, we construct the world – when we change the way we talk, we are also 

changing the world. To put it simply, “words create worlds”.   

The seminal article on appreciative inquiry was published in 1987 by David Cooperrider (considered 

the “father” of AI) and Suresh Srivastva. It was the result of the doctoral work of D. Cooperrider 

conducted under the auspices of the Organizational Behavior Program of Case Western Reserve 

University. In 1980, D. Cooperrider conducted an organizational analysis of the Cleveland clinic, one 

of the most highly respected medical centres in the United States. During his studies, he was amazed 

by the level of leadership, positive cooperation and innovation in the organisation, that is why he 

decided to focus on the data that described the organisation when it was most effective. Thanks to the 

support of Cooperrider’s advisor Suresh Srivastva, the key findings of his study laid the groundwork 

for a new theory and transformative approach.  

The article contained three important ideas: 

 Focusing on the root causes of success: Traditional problem-solving based on identifying the 

root causes of the problem might, in fact, be counterproductive, as it focuses on the negative 

and prevents people from seeing what is working well and how this experience may be carried 

over to other spheres of life/activity. Meanwhile, appreciative inquiry strives to identify the 

“root causes of success” and reframe reality in positive terms. The differences in the approaches 

of problem-solving and appreciative inquiry are clearly illustrated in the table in the AI 

principles section.  

Appreciative Inquiry is a strategy for intentional change that identifies the best of “what is” to 

pursue dreams and possibilities of „what could be‟; a cooperative search for strengths, passions 

and life-giving forces that are found within every system and that hold potential for inspired, 

positive change. (Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987) 
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 Processes of Inquiry bring about creative change: Organisations are social constructs, and 

their forms are defined by human imagination and shared beliefs of its members (here, the 

connection with social constructionism theory is obvious). When we inquire into something, 

we automatically construct or change the object of our inquiry – simply speaking “inquiry 

creates change”.  

 New ideas are vital for change: the most important source of change is new ideas. In this 

sense, appreciative inquiry was suggested as a method to help generate new ideas, images and 

theories that would lead to transformative change and social innovation.  

For a long time, Cooperrider refused to write a book on the methodology of appreciative inquiry, 

maintaining that people might lose sight of underlying philosophy and willing to encourage 

experimentation and innovation. This resulted in manifold approaches and methods of practicing 

appreciative inquiry. The stages and principles of appreciative inquiry, as they are widely known right 

now (please, see the sections below), were published in subsequent works of Cooperrider in 

cooperation with other authors.  

Appreciative inquiry was picked up, primarily, as a tool of organisational development and 

organisational change. However, as shown below, it can be used in a wide variety of settings and for 

different target groups, purposes, etc.  

 

PRINCIPLES OF AI  

The principles of appreciative inquiry (just like the 4D model described below) were formulated long 

after the theory itself had been published. Initially, AI practitioners based their activities on 4 principles 

contending that an inquiry into the potential of a social system should 1) begin with appreciation, 2) 

be collaborative, 3) be provocative, 4) be applicable.  

These were elaborated further on and crystallized in 5 principles:  

1. Constructionist principle – Words create worlds 

According to this principle, what is known about an organization and the organization’s destiny are 

interwoven and dependent on the interactions of its members. What people know affect their actions; 

when we tell stories or listen to the stories of others, we create worlds – therefore, it makes sense to 

share and listen to the stories about what is best.   

2. Simultaneity principle – Inquiry creates change 

This principle reads that inquiry may influence the reality an organisation/community creates for itself 

– that is, inquiry itself is an intervention. That is why the way the process of inquiry is organised is of 

critical importance, as it can set the tone to the way people reflect on and describe the world around 

them.  

3. Poetic principle – Image inspires action 

This principle postulates that every human interaction is a story that is being constantly co-authored 

by the participants – therefore, they have a right to decide which part of the story to explore (present, 

past or future).  
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4. Anticipatory principle – We can choose what we study 

According to this principle, an image of the organisation’s future affects that organization’s current 

behaviour (in other words, imagination brings the future into the present). Thus, positive images of the 

future could bring about positive transformations.  

5. Positive principle – Positive questions lead to positive change 

This is probably one of the most pivotal principles of appreciative inquiry. It reads that the more 

positive the questions are, the more engaged and encouraged people are, and the more effective and 

long-lasting the changes become.  

That is probably the principal difference between traditional problem-solving and appreciative inquiry: 

problem-solving starts with the identification of existing challenges (for that it receives a lot of critique, 

as many people think focusing only on the negative produces even more negativity and prevents from 

seeing the positive things), whereas appreciative inquiry strives to identify strengths and build upon 

them to improve other processes and practices. The difference is clearly displayed in the following 

table:  

 

Problem-solving Appreciative inquiry 

“Felt need” 

Identification of the problem  

Appreciating and valuing the best of “what is” 

Analysis of causes Envisioning “what might be” 

Analysis of possible solutions Dialoguing “what should be” 

Innovating “what will be” 

Basic assumption: An organisation is a problem 

to be solved  

Basic assumption: An organisation is a mystery to 

be embraced  

 

 

Here, however, an important caveat should be made. Many AI practitioners tend to criticize their 

fellow colleagues claiming to be practicing appreciative inquiry approach by saying they do not go 

further than asking positive questions, whereas real appreciative inquiry leads to transformational 

changes based on action.  

Another famous AI theorist and practitioner Gervase Bushe contends in his multiple articles that the 

questions in appreciative inquiry should not only be positive, but also generative. Bushe describes 

“generativity” as creation of new images, metaphors and physical representations that has two 

important characteristics: it leads to new ideas and decisions that were not available before, and it 

makes people want to act on those ideas. In other words, generative questions help people see old thing 

in news ways.  
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To be generative, the questions have to:  

1) Be surprising. They should address the topics that people did not discuss or think over before.  

2) Appeal to people’s heart and spirit. In appreciative inquiry (during the Discovery phase), 

people are asked to share the stories of success that they experienced personally, they evoke 

memories that are personally meaningful and have deep emotions attached to them.  

3) Build relationships. Sharing personal stories and listening to those of other people inevitably 

leads to more closeness and trust. This is especially important when AI is used in large groups 

and work collectives, because it increases the sense of ownership of ideas and actions identified 

at later stages of AI (Dream, Design and Destiny). It is no less important in cases when AI is 

used for individual counselling sessions, e.g., coaching, because trusted relationship between 

a counsellor and a client are one of the prerequisites for successful cooperation.  

4) Reframe the reality. This can be achieved by the way the question is asked, or by listening to 

another person’s stories that can dispel some of our assumptions and stereotypes.  

It might be quite challenging to fulfil all these requirements in equal measure, but, if managed, this 

will ensure the best outcomes possible.  

 

KEY STAGES OF AI  

As the quote at the beginning of this section reads, appreciative inquiry is the process of identifying 

the best of “what is” and using it for imagining/planning the best of “what could be”, which should 

lead to positive change and transformation.  

The initial concept of appreciative inquiry procedure suggested the following stages:  

1) grounded observation to identify the best of what is,  

2) vision and logic to identify ideals of what might be,  

3) collaborative dialogue and choice to achieve consent about what should be, and  

4) collective experimentation to discover what can be. 

Only in 1997, the 4D model was developed and is still being used until now, almost unchanged. The 

4D model includes four key stages – these stages are described below in regard to organisational 

change, but they can be easily related to other spheres, for example, coaching. 
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4D MODEL OF APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appreciative inquiry starts with the identification of the focus of the inquiry (the so-called affirmative 

topic choice) – Cooperrider himself did not single it our as a separate stage, but some AI practitioners 

insist on introducing another phase, Define, and thus use a 5D model.  

Already at this stage, the difference between problem-solving approach and appreciative inquiry 

becomes obvious. Should we take the coaching example, a person’s message might look the following: 

  

Problem-solving Appreciative inquiry 

I don’t know what to do 

with my professional life.  

I want to identify which career paths are available to me (according 

to my educational and professional background, interests, talents and 

passions, etc.). 

  

 

Discovery  

At this stage, the participants working in pairs or in groups discuss the best of what is concerning the 

object of inquiry: they share their personal positive experience trying to identify the conditions that 

support positive change. To set out the right direction to the interview/discussion, the questions should 

be formulated in a way they help identify the root causes of success and lead to identification and 

amplification of positive factors (thus, the questions themselves cause changes in the system). 

Discovery 

Appreciating 

“best of what is” 

Dream 

Envisioning 

“what might be” 

Design 

Co-constructing 
“what should 

be” 

Destiny 

Sustaining  

“what will be” 
APPRECIATIVE  

TOPIC CHOICE 
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The common topics that emerge out of such discussions are then summarised and used as a basis for 

conducting the following stages.  

In case of a one-to-one coaching session on the topic of career prospects, these are some of the 

questions that might ignite the discovery process: 

 

What did you like most about your previous job? 

What were you exceptionally good at in your previous job?  

What were your three biggest achievements in your previous job? 

 

Dream  

During this stage, the participants are asked to imagine their group, organisation or community at their 

best and agree upon the image of a preferred future (that is, ideal of what might be) based on the 

outcomes of the first phase – that is, “they use their constructed narrative of what has worked well as 

a lens through which they may begin to reframe what is possible for the future”1. 

The image may take different forms – physical, dramatic, metaphoric or a combination of those. If 

many people are involved in the discussion process, they can be divided into small groups, but they 

should then present the results of their work to the rest of the audience. The duration of the session 

may also vary, depending on the number of participants, the scope of topics identified in the previous 

stage, etc.  

If we continue with the coaching example, the questions that might encourage a person to imagine 

their preferred future could be:  

What would your perfect job look like?   

What would your ideal working day would look like?  

 

Design  

Having identified a common dream, the participants are supposed to come up with specific proposals 

for the new organisational state (in other words, what should be) – in Cooperrider’s theory, these were 

initially called “provocative propositions”.  

At this stage, a person engaged in a coaching session starts looking for the answers to the question 

“What should be done to achieve this ideal future?” and might come up with various options, such as: 

“I might do an extra course to improve my graphic design skills”, “I can start my own business” and 

others.  

 

Destiny (originally, Delivery)  

                                                        
1 Individual Leader Development: An Appreciative Inquiry Approach. Rama Kaye Hart, Thomas A. Conklin and Scott 
J. Allen. Advances in Developing Human Resources 2008; 10; 632. DOI: 10.1177/1523422308321950 
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During the destiny phase, the participants commit to the actions that will help them achieve the dream 

condition. Here, specific decisions should be made: who will do what and by when, how it will be 

made known.  

In a coaching session, the participant makes a commitment to take specific actions, for example “I will 

check which training opportunities are available in my area”, “I will make an appointment at the local 

business support organisation to receive counsel”, etc.  

To sum up the above said, here are seven practical steps of appreciative inquiry suggested by Nancy 

Stetson and Charles Miller:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPLICATION OF AI 

Appreciative inquiry did not start purely as an approach towards organisational development or change 

– it was created as a research method for making grounded theory-building more generative. Yet it 

was quickly picked up by many businesses, international organsations and NGOs that achieved 

impressive results in terms of improvement of corporate culture, growth of revenues, promotion of 

leadership among employees and other matters. The philosophy, however, went far beyond 

organisational development and gave birth to appreciative coaching, appreciative advising, 

appreciative living and other practices – despite differences in naming they are all based on a positive 

solution-focused approach.  

 

Throughout its existence, appreciative inquiry proved successful when used for a wide variety of 

purposes:  

• Innovations leading toward the ideal organization 

• Strategic planning 

• Leadership and management development 

• Work process redesign 

• Team development 

1. Choose a positive topic as the focus of inquiry.  

2. Create questions to explore the topic.  

3. Use the questions to conduct interviews or share stories about the topic.  

4. Locate themes that appear in the stories.  

5. From these themes, create a shared image for a preferred future, i.e. a provocative 

proposition.  

6. Find innovative ways to create that future, i.e., strategic intentions.  

7. Use the provocative proposition and strategic intentions to guide individual, 

group, and organizational behaviour. 
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• Organizational culture change 

• Employee development 

• HR practices: staffing, orientation, and performance management 

• Coaching 

• Communications 

• Collaborative alliances and joint ventures 

• Community relations and customer relations 

• Diversity initiatives 

• Focus groups 

• Generative benchmarking 

• Surveys 

• Meetings 

• Global change initiatives 

• Evaluation to valuation of performance systems 

• New product development 

As seen from the list above, appreciative inquiry may engage a different number of people – from 

individuals to small groups and to large work collectives. A trainer might use appreciative inquiry as 

a general approach towards organising a training or counselling session – and then choose the most 

suitable format: one-to-one session, work in pairs, small group discussion, open space, etc.  

Appreciative inquiry as a strengths-based approach was also one of the methods/approaches used when 

developing the Training Programme “Social Entrepreneurship through Passion”. The training 

programme is created for the people with social, economic and learning difficulties. This target group 

is often characterized by the lack of self-belief and poor knowledge of own strengths and talents. 

Therefore, it is all the more important to enable them to reflect on their own interests, talents and 

passions and take advantage of those for personal and professional development. This approach can 

already be observed in the first exercise Getting to know each other where participants have to present 

themselves highlighting their strong suits and achievements. The same approach was used when 

formulating the questions in My passion, my purpose exercise. It should be noted, though, that this 

exercise is generally based on the IKIGAI methodology/philosophy that has many commonalities with 

appreciative inquiry and is described in the following section.  

 

CRITIQUE OF AI 

Until now, appreciative inquiry keeps receiving almost as much critique as approval. The most 

common concern reads that the constant focus on the positive might result in ignoring the negative 

organisational experiences of participants and evading important and meaningful conversations that 

have to take place. Others maintain that a balance in the discussion of what is working well and what 

is not may yield better results that focusing on just one aspect.  

Appreciative inquiry is, of course, not a panacea, but it has already proven its positive effect when 

used in various settings. Therefore we suggest that the readers should try out the methodology 

themselves (may be, in combination with other approaches) and make own conclusions based on real-

life experience.  
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Ikigai: Discovering your Purpose 
 

Well-being has generally been conceptualized as a combination of life satisfaction, or the 

predominance of positive emotions over negative emotions. Research on well-being suggests that 

people from different cultures conceptualize and experience well-being differently. Ikigai is one such 

culturally specific well-being term from Japan that has become popular around the world in the last 

decennium. The concept of Ikigai can be translated into English as “purpose in life” or “life worth 

living”. 

Japan has two common words, shiawase and ikigai, that are similar to the concept of well-being. 

Japanese language dictionaries define shiawase as feeling blessed in one’s life without any worry and 

anxiety, and as a state of contentment and satisfaction. Shiawase is usually translated into English as 

happiness in Japanese. On the other hand, ikigai, a unique term, expresses the important Japanese 

concept of achieving a better and more fulfilling life. Japanese language dictionaries define ikigai as 

something to live for, the joy and goal of living, a life worth living, and the happiness and benefit of 

being alive (Kumano, 2018). 

Psychologist Michiko Kumano describes Ikigai as eudaimonic well-being, as it "entails actions of 

devoting oneself to pursuits one enjoys and is associated with feelings of accomplishment and 

fulfillment".  

Kamiya (1966) was one of the first researchers to extensively study Ikigai, she distinguished Ikigai in 

three ways. First, Ikigai, which is future-oriented, and where individuals perceive Ikigai as long as 

they have hope or a goal. Second, Ikigai is related to one’s sense of self, for example, people feel a 

greater level of Ikigai when they accomplish something only they can do. Third, Ikigai is associated 

with one’s values more strongly than happiness. 

According to Thomas Oppong, writer at Thrive Global, Ikigai has its origins in the Japanese island of 

Okinawa, the island said to be home to the largest population of centenarians in the world. 

Interestingly, the author mentions that similar concepts to Ikigai exist among people living long lives 

in different regions. And a common pattern about them is living a life being true to yourself in a 

crosssection of values, things one likes to do, and things one is good at.   

Hector Garcia, the co-author of Ikigai: The Japanese Secret to a Long and Happy Life highlights “Just 

as humans have lusted after objects and money since the dawn of time, other humans have felt 

dissatisfaction at the relentless pursuit of money and fame and have instead focused on something 

bigger than their own material wealth. This has over the years been described using many different 

words and practices, but always hearkening back to the central core of meaningfulness in life.” 

Life and professional coaches, businesses looking for more innovative and cohesive teams, as well as 

business and leadership magazines are using the concept of Ikigai to help individuals discover their 

purpose, this activity that will make one wake up and be happy about performing it. Now, let’s give a 

look to the modern infographic IKIGAI.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eudaimonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well-being
http://amzn.to/2DhJgxt
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IKIGAI 

 

 
 

Ikigai is seen as the convergence of four primary elements: passion, mission, vocation, and profession. 

What you love (your passion), What the world needs (your mission), What you are good at (your 

vocation), What you can get paid for (your profession). 

 

Below you will find some questions that can help you discovering the four elements.  

 

What you love:  

 What were your favourite activities to do in the past? What about now? 

 What activities make you happy?  (tasks, events, hobbies, projects, etc) 

 Is there a topic that fascinates you? What do you like to talk about? 

 What do you like to do for a long time without getting bored or tired? 
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What you are good at:  

 What activities do you think you are good at? 

 What activity people think you are good at? 

 What do you feel comfortable doing? 

 What are your skills or strengths? 

 What do people ask you help for?  

 

What does the world need:  

 What issues in your community you would like to change? 

 What issues in your community makes you angry or frustrated?  

 If you had to choose a volunteering activity, what would it be? 

 

What you are or could be paid to do: 

 What job/activity could you could be paid for? 

 If you had to do something, what could you teach? 

 

Tips to discover your Ikigai:  

 

Nell Derick Debevoise, writer at Forbes on Leadership Strategy, recommends some actions to 

individuals that are on their journey to find purposeful growth. For her, usually, purpose is:  

 

1. Informed by action, it happens in the nanoseconds of satisfaction when someone smiles at something 

you did. Start the habit of having a journal where you take notes of things you do that gives you 

satisfaction.  

 

2. Universal and accessible, all of us in humanity, regardless of race, geography, age, generation, or 

profession are neurologically wired to contribute something larger than our own survival. "Don't ask 

yourself what the world needs. Ask yourself what makes you come alive and go do that. Because what 

the world needs is more people who have come alive." 

Kathy Caprino, contibutor at Forbes, writes three tips to discover your purpose, on the article Three 

Simple Steps To Identify Your Life Purpose And Leverage It In Your Career.  

 

Tip 1: Find a purpose you strongly believe in, people discover their passions or “ikigai” through a 

number of ways, such as going through life-changing experiences (both positive and negative), deep 

inner-reflection, by chance, or by an inner-determination to make a change. Finding a strong purpose 

or something you deeply care about will keep you on the path to staying true to yourself and focused 

on persisting through difficult times. A great starting question to reflect on is, “what would I like to 

see different in the world?” 

 

Tip 2: Stop thinking and start doing, If you are someone with many passions or you’re waiting for the 

right moment, there is no perfect time or age to pursue your passion. Every small step counts and will 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/nelldebevoise/people/nelldebevoise/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kathycaprino/
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.forbes.com%2Fsites%2Fbhaligill%2F2017%2F09%2F29%2Fdiscover-your-passion-or-ikigai-with-4-simple-tips%2F%3FsubId3%3Dxid%3Afr1606204109489dbg&text=Every%20small%20step%20counts%20and%20will%20lead%20you%20closer%20to%20discovering%20your%20passion.&xid=fr1606204109489dbg
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lead you closer to discovering your passion.  And if you’re passionate about many things, narrow it 

down to the top 2 and try those long enough so you can decide if that is what you want to do. 

 

Tip 3: Speak to people with similar passions, interests,, and to those who have been there and done 

that. You may be surprised by the complementary ideas they’ll share with you, the opportunities to 

collaborate and even the mistakes they'll share with you from their journey (which you can learn from). 

But if you are blazing an unknown trail, don’t underestimate the impact you can make. 

Tip 4: Accept that setbacks are normal, recognize setbacks as normal and learn from them, dust 

yourself off and keep moving forward. Jack Ma,the founder of Alibaba, shared that he was rejected 

from Harvard Business School 10 times but that didn’t stop him from starting his company, which is 

now valued at $264.9 billion. Recognize setbacks as normal and learn from them, dust yourself off 

and keep moving forward. 

 

The article Theorizing Ikigai or Life Worth Living Among Japanese University Students: A 

Mixed‑Methods Approach of Kono and Walker (2019) published in the Journal of Happiness Studies 

(2020) studies how Japanese university students pursue their Ikigai or life worth living. Their study 

indicates that students made four distinct actions to pursue their Ikigai. First, they engaged in an 

experience they subjectively valued as enjoyable, effortful, stimulating, or comforting. Second, they 

“diversifed” by engaging with multiple values (e.g., enjoyment and comfort) within or across 

experiences. Third, they balanced competing values (i.e., enjoyment vs. effort, and stimulation vs. 

comfort). Fourth, they temporarily disengaged from experiences that became overwhelming so they 

could re-engage with them at a later time.  

 

 

1.2 Semi-structured interview guide  

One of the most effective tools to identify a person’s interests, talents and passions is to conduct an in-

depth interview. This method has a lot of merits: first, a one-to-one talk allows for a more conducive 

and confidential atmosphere (as some people do not feel comfortable speaking in a group). During an 

interview, an interviewer has more control over the course of conversation and may adapt the questions 

asked so as to retrieve as much information as possible. On the other hand, it is quite a time-consuming 

activity, so when choosing a suitable diagnostics tool, a trainer/counsellor should consider various 

factors – at least the time(effort)-result ratio. 

Below you will find an Interview Grid that could be used as one of the tools to identify a person’s 

interests, talents and passions during a semi-structured interview with the client. The Interview Grid 

contains a list of questions addressing various spheres of human life: educational background, 

professional experience, free time, etc. Getting answers to those questions will enable the counsellor 

to get an overall picture of a customer’s areas of expertise and skills and competences that may lay the 

groundwork for their entrepreneurial idea, on the one hand, and provide some recommendations on 

the further steps one should take to start off as an entrepreneur (social or not). 

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.forbes.com%2Fsites%2Fbhaligill%2F2017%2F09%2F29%2Fdiscover-your-passion-or-ikigai-with-4-simple-tips%2F%3FsubId3%3Dxid%3Afr1606204109489dbg&text=Every%20small%20step%20counts%20and%20will%20lead%20you%20closer%20to%20discovering%20your%20passion.&xid=fr1606204109489dbg
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The Interview Grid may be used as an independent tool at the beginning of career counselling journey 

or, alternatively, as an additional tool before conducting the PASSIONPRENEURS training 

programme in a group (in this case, time expenditures should be taken into account, as mentioned 

before). 

The key findings of the interview are to be summarised in the Personal Card that contains the most 

important information related to each topic (educational path, professional background, 

entrepreneurial experience, etc.) and provides recommendations for further steps. It is suggested that 

the Personal Card is used in combination with the Interview Grid – this way a counsellor/trainer will 

get a comprehensive idea of a person’s strengths and weaknesses and his/her possible career paths. 
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Interview Grid      Date of interview ___________ 

General information  

Please introduce yourself (state your name and 

surname) 

 

What is the best way to contact you (mobile 

phone, e-mail or any other means)? 

 

 

How old are you?  

What is your nationality?   

What is your residence status?  □ Permanent resident 

□ Residence permit not related to asylum 

□ Residence permit related to refugee status  

□ Pending asylum application 

□ Family reunification 

□ In transit 

□ Resettlement 

□ Relocation 

□ Other:  

What is your work permit status?  □ No work permit needed 

□ Granted 

□ Pending 

□ Declined  

□ Other: 

Tell me about your educational background. □ Primary education 

□ General secondary education 

□ Vocational education and training, 

qualification: ____________________________ 

□ Higher education (bachelor, master, doctor), 

qualification: ____________________________ 

□ Other:  

What languages do you speak? Can you indicate the level of knowledge? (mother tongue, advanced, 

intermediate or beginner)?  

________________ 

□ Mother tongue 

□ Advanced  

□ Intermediate 

□ Beginner  

________________ 

□ Mother tongue 

□ Advanced  

□ Intermediate 

□ Beginner 

________________ 

□ Mother tongue 

□ Advanced  

□ Intermediate 

□ Beginner 

________________ 

□ Mother tongue 

□ Advanced  

□ Intermediate 

□ Beginner 

Please, list computer programmes and apps 

you’re well familiar with 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you have a driving license? □ Yes, type _______ □ No 
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1. EDUCATIONAL PATH  

1.1. Tell me about your education path. Please list all the education levels you have gone through 

and describe the key subjects that you mastered (in other words, the qualifications you obtained – if 

any).  

Level of education (general 

secondary, VET, higher 

education, etc.) 

Date (from-to) Key subjects / qualification obtained  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

1.2. What subjects did you enjoy most? What were you especially knowledgeable in?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1.3. From your point of view, which knowledge and skills that you acquired during learning/studying 

turned out to be most useful in your later life?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1.4. Did you take part in any extracurricular activities when learning/studying (e.g., amateur theatre, 

sports club, IT study circle, etc.)? If yes, please describe.  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1.5. Do you possess any other knowledge that you acquired out of school (university)? Is there 

anything you can teach other people?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND  

2.1. Tell me about your professional experience. Please name in a chronological order all the jobs 

you have performed so far and describe your key tasks in each of the positions you held.  

Occupation Date (from-to) Tasks performed 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

2.2. Which of those tasks did you enjoy performing most? What were you especially good at (from 

your own point of view and according to the feedback of your colleagues/boss)? 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.3. Which qualities (traits of character, talents, etc.) helped you to perform those tasks well, in your 

opinion?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.4. Which of the skills you acquired in your previous jobs you find most useful (e.g. you still use 

them in your everyday life)?  
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_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.5. What do you consider the biggest accomplishment in your professional life so far?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.6. Were you involved in trade union activities or other interest groups in your previous jobs (e.g., 

corporate football team)? If yes, which ones?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. ENTREPRENEURIAL EXPERIENCE  

3.1. What is your preferred mode of working: being employed in a company and working 

independently, being employed in a company and working in a team, leading your own team, or 

being your own boss (working alone)?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.2. What do you appreciate most in a job? For example, decent salary, flexible working hours, 

doing good for the people, feeling of accomplishment, stability, addressing social challenges, 

personal and professional development, independent working, diverse tasks, any other.  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.3. Do you have experience in entrepreneurship (as a founder or member of a team)? If yes, please 

describe it.  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.4. What are the advantages of entrepreneurship, in your opinion/from your experience?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.5. What difficulties did you experience in your entrepreneurial activities (lack of entrepreneurial 

knowledge and skills, family commitments, living conditions, language, gender, fear of failure, etc.)?  
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_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.6. Do you have an idea for starting a business you would like to develop further? 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.7. If you decided to start a business, which help would you need (legal advice, funding, networking 

opportunities, consultation or training by business coaches, etc.)?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. FREE TIME AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT  

4.1. Did you have any particular hobbies or interests when you were a child/teenager?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.2. What do you enjoy doing in your free time right now?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.3. What 3 things inspire you most (this means, you’re eager to talk about them or to devote your 

time to them)?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.4. Are you engaged in any volunteering activities?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.5. Are there any household duties that you’re good at or enjoy doing (e.g., planning family budget, 

cooking, etc.)?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.6. Do you have any hobbies, interests or passions that can potentially be turned into a business 

idea?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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PERSONAL CARD 
 

Name of client 

Areas of knowledge 

Acquired formally (with the attainment of a 

certificate, diploma): 

 

 

Acquired non-formally (out of formal system of 

education): 

Professional experience 

Jobs performed so far: 

 

 

Other skills:  

Entrepreneurial experience 

Prior experience in entrepreneurship □ No 

□ Yes: 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________ 

Does the client currently have an entrepreneurial 

idea? 

□ No 

□ Yes: 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________ 

Hobbies, interests:  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Possible areas for entrepreneurship:  

 

 

Help needed (funding, legal advice, training, networking opportunities, etc.): 

 

Recommendations for further steps:  
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Notes for the interviewer 

General information 

To make sure that the interview will be conducted in the most effective way possible, try to create a 

favourable atmosphere from the very beginning: don’t rush into asking questions. You may start with 

a short presentation of yourself and your experience; explain what the goal of the meeting is and which 

topics the interview will address. In addition, it is important to emphasize there are no right or wrong 

answers – the interview is meant to identify a person’s strengths, interests, talents, etc., and develop 

suggestions for possible career paths. 

Some questions (for example, gender or age) may present sensitive topics for certain people – 

therefore, it is advisable to inform the client beforehand that if they are not willing to answer a specific 

question, they may safely skip it. The question about gender can be omitted and, instead of writing 

down the exact age, one could mention the age range. 

Apart from that, should you feel that some questions are not relevant for your target group/client (for 

example, the one about residence status), you can omit those. 

Entrepreneurial experience 

Although the PASSIONPRENEURS project addresses the topic of social entrepreneurship 

specifically, the project teams arrived at a conclusion that asking questions about general 

entrepreneurial experience of a person would suffice at this stage. Participating in the interview itself 

may be a stressful situation for some people – it is no need to create extra confusion uncertainty 

(especially, if the interviewee is not familiar with social entrepreneurship). However, if the counsellor 

sees the client has some prior experience and feels comfortable, they might pose some additional 

questions about experience in social entrepreneurship, specifically. 

Generally, this section is meant to ignite a person’s reflection on the advantages and disadvantages of 

entrepreneurship and consider it as a possible career path.   

Further remarks 

We suggest that the Interview Grid is used as a flexible tool: a counsellor/trainer may adapt its structure 

and contents depending on the type of target group, topic of the counselling session, time available, 

etc. For example, if you’re planning to use the Interview Grid as an independent tool, you may also 

check out the questions provided in exercise 1.2 My passion, my purpose of the PASSIONPRENEURS 

Training Programme – they may provide additional insights into a person’s interests, competences, 

aspirations, etc. 

Apart from that, the interviewer him/herself should stay flexible throughout the interview and adapt 

the questions – or ask additional ones – if the need arises.  

To reach the greatest effect possible and to make the client feel comfortable, it is highly advisable to 

use active listening techniques: 
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- maintain eye contact and smile, 

- show the interviewee that you’re listening attentively (using verbal and non-verbal techniques – 

providing short comments and/or nodding occasionally), 

- ask questions paraphrasing what has just been said to make sure you understand everything 

correctly, 

- let the speaker finish up their thought before asking another question or providing comments, 

- shortly summarise what has been said to make sure you have not missed anything important. 

It is important that the interviewer constantly observes the state and behaviour of the interviewee to 

make sure that the latter feels comfortable enough to share their story.  

At the end of the session, the counsellor/trainer summarises all the findings by filling in the Personal 

Card. It is advisable to store both - the Interview Grid and the Personal Card - together because they 

complement each other and the interviewer can always get back to the answers of the client if needed. 

Chapter 2: Guidance and tools for the Training 

Programme 
 

2.1 Description of the characteristics of the target group 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TARGET GROUP  

Entrepreneurial education has been receiving growing attention in European and global policies. Many 

scholars and practitioners maintain that the development of entrepreneurial mindset should be at the 

core of each teaching and learning activity – regardless of the subject (be it history, maths or languages) 

and level of education (basic and secondary, VET, higher education, etc.).  

It is obvious that all people cannot become entrepreneurs, but if we check which competences comprise 

entrepreneurial mindset according to the European Entrepreneurship Competence Framework, we will 

see creativity, planning and management, taking the initiative, learning through experience and many 

others. These are the qualities crucial not only for the professional and personal development of 

(social) entrepreneurs, but also for the people of all professions, educational, ethnical and confessional 

backgrounds, genders, etc.  

The “PASSIONPRENEURS” project, within which the given guide was developed, is generally 

targeted at people facing social and economic obstacles and those having learning difficulties. Such a 

broad definition of the project’s beneficiaries allows addressing various population groups: the 

unemployed, migrants and refugees, NEETs (young people “not in education, employment, or 

training”), residents of remote rural areas – that is, the persons who for some reasons find themselves 

in a less advantaged position and have fewer opportunities.  
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At the initial stage of the project, the partners from Germany, Sweden, Lithuania, Spain, Italy, Greece 

and Cyprus conducted a needs analysis in their regions and identified the population groups they were 

going to work closely with throughout the project: migrants and refugees, NEETs and people with 

learning difficulties, the unemployed. Therefore, the given chapter is primarily focused on the 

characteristics and needs of the above-mentioned groups. It should be noted, however, that the 

products of the project (apart from the trainer’s guide, there is also a training programme “Social 

Entrepreneurship through Passion” and an online learning platform) can be used when working with 

other target groups – provided that necessary changes in line with their peculiarities and needs are 

made.  

 

PEOPLE WITH MIGRATORY BACKGROUND AND REFUGEES 

Since migration flows have intensified over the past years and since most of the partner countries were 

largely affected by the refugee crisis of 2015-2016, it is no wonder that migrants and refugees have 

become one of the primary target beneficiaries of the “PASSIONPRENEURS” project2. 

Unfortunately, at the moment there are few solid studies about the share of social enterprises started 

by third-country nationals, their impact on the well-being of the founders with migratory and refugee 

background, as well as their contribution to the economic development of the host countries. However, 

we might assume that the difficulties that this target group faces when starting a “regular” business are 

also ascribable to aspiring social entrepreneurs (and might even be aggravated due to the specific 

character of social entrepreneurship).  

It should first be noted that the profile of people with migratory background and refugees is very 

heterogeneous. When speaking about their participation in entrepreneurship, manifold factors should 

be taken into account: country of origin (EU or non-EU country); duration of stay (thus, migrants and 

refugees staying in the host country for a longer period have a better understanding of local context 

and, therefore, better chances to succeed in entrepreneurship); research also shows that second-

generation migrants usually have higher levels of education and can position themselves in more 

profitable markets (Rusinovic, 2006 in Rath, 2011, p.4). This list is not exhaustive – in different 

European countries various factors may prevail, therefore, the text below describes situations that 

migrants and refugees face most often within the European Union.  

 

On the way to becoming a (social) entrepreneur, people with migratory background and refugees may 

face various difficulties – including institutional ones (e.g., legal framework, financing schemes, etc.) 

and personal ones (poor familiarity with local environment, lacking knowledge of the host country’s 

language and others). These include:  

 Legal status 

As mentioned above, the ability and right to start a business in a receiving country largely depends on 

a person’s legal status. Whereas it is a bit easier for migrants (especially those coming from other EU 

                                                        
2 For reasons of convenience, the authors use the terms “migrants/people with migratory background” and 
“refugees” having in mind a broader group of persons, including first- and second-generation migrants, refugees, 
asylum seekers, displaced persons, etc.  
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countries), the refugees (people whose status has already been acknowledged) should normally apply 

for a specific residence permit, whereas those awaiting the decision have little chances to start own 

business. The aspiration to become self-employed or start a company can often be hampered by the 

necessity to have previous qualifications recognized in the host country. Due to the differences in 

educational systems, the education received in the homeland (if any at all) can only be recognized 

partially or not recognized at all.  

 Financial constraints and bureaucratic procedures 

In many cases people moving to other countries (especially those who were forced to leave their 

homeland) have little or none personal savings and a short credit history in the receiving country, 

which lessens their credibility in the eyes of financial institutions (UNCTAD, 2018, p.19; Nijhoff, 

2019, p.18-19; Savazzi, Solano, Xhani, 2019, p.2). As a result, people tend to borrow money from 

their relatives, friends and immediate neighbourhood, which significantly constrains the scope of their 

business and brings its viability into question. Additionally, legal regulations and administrative steps 

to be taken for starting a business may not be intuitively comprehensible by native-born entrepreneurs, 

not to mention third-country nationals.  

As far as social entrepreneurship is concerned, the situation gets even more complicated, because not 

all European countries have specific legal regulations that would outline the legal forms, rights and 

obligations, sources of funding of social enterprises, etc. – in many countries  (e.g., Germany, Cyprus, 

Greece) social enterprises may take different forms (with varying amount of starting capital, number 

of founding members, taxation schemes, etc.), which creates more difficulties for an aspiring social 

entrepreneur.  

 Awareness of the local (business) environment and the market  

This point can be partially connected with the poor knowledge of the legal regulations in the host 

country, but extends far beyond that. The knowledge of the local community’s needs may often be 

constrained by the information coming from immediate surrounding – relatives, friends, other 

migrants. Such a one-sided approach often limits emerging businesses to providing services within 

own ethnic group and prevents from accessing profitable markets.  

 Personal networks  

Quite often the social circle of migrants and refugees is comprised mostly of other migrants who might 

also have limited access to information. In this sense, contacts with experts from among local 

community could enhance people’s knowledge of local business environment, administrative 

procedures, needs of local communities, etc.  

Personal and professional networks are especially important for social entrepreneurs, because they 

represent the interests of the latter, create conditions for exchange of experience (both success stories 

and failures) and finding prospective partners and investors.  

 Language and culture 

The knowledge of the receiving country’s language is the key factors of successful integration (both 

social and economic). Indeed, in business a language is an important tool of communication with 

potential investors, business partners, clients, etc. Low proficiency in the host country’s language 
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significantly limits the chances of going beyond the limits of an ethnic business and scaling up. Apart 

from that, poor language skills lessen a person’s ability to participate in entrepreneurial training and 

counsel sessions, as most of them are in the receiving country’s language (although, in recent years 

some countries have started offering training activities with interpretation in other languages). Cultural 

barriers may be explained by varying approaches towards running a business in the home country and 

the receiving one, and the differences in business culture (one of the simplest examples would be the 

attitude towards time: in some countries coming 15 minutes after the supposed start of the meeting 

does not mean being late at all, whereas in others it is unacceptable).  

This point concerns, primarily, first-generation migrants and, within this group, women to a greater 

extent (Rath, 2011, p.61).  

 Entrepreneurial competences   

Generally, people with migratory background and refugees tend to face greater obstacles when 

establishing, running and expanding their businesses than their native-born peers (Eurostat, 2017 in 

Savazzi, Solano, Xhani, 2019, p.2). This, among other reasons, can be explained by the lack of 

necessary skills – “hard” (business-related) ones such as development of business plans, budget 

planning, bookkeeping, management, as well as the “soft” skills – these are virtually the ones outlined 

in the Entrepreneurship Competence Framework: spotting opportunities, valuing ideas, taking the 

initiative and others.  

 Motivation  

Studies show that people with migratory background tend to do business more than native-born 

citizens (Navickas, Grmanova, Gajda, 2020, p.179) – the rates may differ from country to country, of 

course. It is understandable taking into account that migrants and refugees are more often prone to 

unemployment or employment in poorly paid or dangerous jobs. It is no wonder that many of those 

opt to be self-employed or start a business as a means for personal empowerment (especially those 

who had entrepreneurial experience before).  

On the other hand, poor knowledge of business context and available instruments of financing, as well 

negative experience of going through bureaucratic procedures may hamper migrants and refugees from 

choosing this career path.  

 Bias and discrimination 

Many migrants and refugees coming to Europe may still face prejudice and discrimination (UNCTAD, 

2018, p.20). Whereas this attitude may stem from the personal beliefs of a host country’s citizen, this 

may directly affect the professional sphere – should such a person, for example, make a decision about 

granting a loan to a person with migratory background or refugee (Molenaar & Nijhoff, 2017 in 

Nijhoff, 2019, p.19; Savazzi, Solano, Xhani, 2019, p.3).  

 

As mentioned above, this list is not exhaustive. Should we go into detail, we will discover other 

difficulties that certain groups of third-country nationals may experience. Thus, one should not forget 

that many refugees have traumatic experience behind their back (loss of family, violence, dangerous 

road to the host country, etc.), which cannot but affect their worldview and behaviour. In many cases, 

women with a migratory background (and not only) may experience difficulties trying to reconcile 
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business and family – many more examples may be provided (European Commission, 2012, p.22; 

OECD, 2019, p.17).  

Since many of the above-mentioned issues exist on institutional or regulatory levels, an entrepreneurial 

trainer or career counsellor alone cannot address all of them – in fact, they require a systemic and 

comprehensive approach on individual, institutional and regulatory levels. Such support is summarised 

below and is highly advisable for all the groups described further:  

 

 

Business-related skills  Non-business-related skills  Tangible resources 

and competences    and competences 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Solano, Wolffhardt, Xhani (2019) 

 

Here, it is important that a trainer or counsellor should regard their role in a two-fold manner: by 

transmitting entrepreneurial skills they, without a doubt, contribute to the personal empowerment of 

their clients. On the other hand, they should build in their services into a broader framework, be able 

to identify further needs of their beneficiaries and refer them to other experts and institutions if they 

cannot render the necessary support themselves – this will help create synergies between various 

services/activities and reinforce their positive effects. To be able to do so, a trainer (counsellor) should 

not only transmit the information and skills to foster entrepreneurial mindset, but also possess a broad 

mental outlook, rich background knowledge, cultural sensitivity and empathy.  

Such comprehensive support will help unlock the full potential of the people in question and will make 

a significant contribution to the economy of the receiving country. 

 

YOUNG PEOPLE NOT IN EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, OR TRAINING (NEETs)  

Youth (social) entrepreneurship is often cited in relation to youth unemployment. Indeed, youth 

unemployment presents a major challenge both all over the world and in Europe: in 2019, there were 

2,8 million unemployed persons aged 15-24 in the European Union; the youth unemployment rate (i.e., 

the number of the unemployed in a specific age group divided by the total number of people in the 

Business training 
Legal advice 
Mentoring 
Coaching 

Networking 
Transversal skills 

(language, 
communication, 

intercultural 
skills) 

Access to finance 
Facilities 
provision 
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labour market of the same age group) comprised 15,1%3. In this view, youth entrepreneurship (social 

or “regular” one) may serve as one of the solutions to the problem.  

 Despite individual differences and specific life circumstances, young people tend to exhibit 

creativity, willingness to take risks, action orientation, openness to innovations and adaptability 

(UN, 2020, p.67).  

 Modern youths are highly motivated to bring about positive social change (Lewis, 2016; Punadi 

and Rizal, 2017 in UN, 2020, p.65).  

 Young people tend to employ their peers more often, which, again, contributes to overcoming 

the problem of youth unemployment (UN, 2020, p.45).  

 Many young people are considered “digital natives” (UN, 2020, p.91), which enhances their 

opportunities in terms of reaching out to potential partners, sponsors and clients, employing 

various marketing strategies, etc.  

These are not all the reasons why youth entrepreneurship holds out positive prospects both for young 

people themselves, and for the economies of their resident countries. Youth activism, however, may 

be hampered by a number of internal and external factors. Some of them are similar to those mentioned 

above in regard to the people with migratory background and refugees. Just like the latter, young 

people may face difficulties because of unsupportive regulatory framework (complex bureaucratic 

procedures, unsupportive tax regimes, etc.) and limited access to investments: since most of young 

people lack credit history and collateral, prospective funders might consider them insecure, that is why 

many young aspiring entrepreneurs are forced to rely on informal funding sources (family and friends, 

own savings – if any).  

Young social entrepreneurs have yet to accumulate sufficient levels of relevant human capital, and 

their limited technical knowledge and the lack of certain key competencies and connections affect 

the probability of their success. Additionally, being usually enthusiastic about becoming independent 

and generating positive social change, young people might have difficulties anticipating potential 

problems and preventing misguided actions, since they have not gathered enough experience upon 

which grounded decisions are based (UN, 2020, p.69).  

Some young people may simply fall prey to cultural perception of young age as a synonym of 

incompetence and inability to make well-considered decisions, i.e. ageism towards the youth (Cole, 

2017 in UN, 2020, p. 72).  

Global statistics picture typical social entrepreneurs as relatively young (according to UN World Youth 

Report, youth are 1.6 times more likely than adults to be engaged in entrepreneurial activity), male 

(the ratio of male to female entrepreneurs is 55% to 45%), well-educated (they tend to have a higher 

education level than commercial entrepreneurs) and have a higher income than the overall adult 

population. This is, however, only a segment of the whole youth community, whereas the number of 

young people who could unlock their entrepreneurial potential provided that necessary institutional, 

financial and informational support is rendered remains much higher.  

                                                        
3 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php/Youth_unemployment#Definition_of_unemployment_and_youth_unemployment_indicators  

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Youth_unemployment#Definition_of_unemployment_and_youth_unemployment_indicators
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Youth_unemployment#Definition_of_unemployment_and_youth_unemployment_indicators
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Around 10 years ago, the term “NEET” came to light in the European youth policy discourse. The 

term describes young people who are not engaged in employment, nor in education (full or part-time) 

or training. The established age range of NEETs varies from country to country, but the most widely 

used grades are either 15-24, or 15-29 years old. According to Eurofond, seven categories of NEETs 

can be identified: 

 Re-entrants: those who will soon leave the NEET category as they have already found a job or 

an education opportunity; 

 Short-term unemployed: those who are unemployed for less than 12 months; 

 Long-term unemployed: those who are unemployed for more than 12 months; 

 Unavailable due to family responsibilities: those who are NEETs due to family responsibility 

(children, adults, other family responsibilities); 

 Unavailable due to disability: those who are unavailable due to their own illness or disability; 

 Discouraged workers: those who are NEETs because they do not look for a job as they do not 

think there is job for them; 

 Other inactive: those who have not specified their reasons of being NEETs. 

 

 
Source: Eurofond, 2016  

 

This part of young population can, of course, face difficulties mentioned above, but their life 

circumstances often complicate their way towards entrepreneurship. For example, the lack of 

information about legal frameworks and funding opportunities for starting a business (be it social or 

not) may lead to the fact that NEETs do not even consider (social) entrepreneurship as their life choice 

or a means to improve their economic situation. NEETs, generally, find themselves at risk of social 

and economic exclusion (UN, 2020, p.48), their democratic engagement and civic participation are 

low (Eurofound, 2014, Arulampalam, 2001 in Mascherini M.), and they are more likely to have poor 

employment prospects (European Parliament, 2015c in Eurofound, 2016, p.14).  
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When it comes to (social) entrepreneurship, however, another important factor comes to light – 

namely, self-efficacy. People with lower levels of education, long-term unemployed etc. tend to have 

negative self-perception focusing on the negative sides and downplaying possible advantages, whereas 

studies show that a person’s self-belief is directly connected to their motivation to accomplish goals 

and, therefore, their choices and actions (Pajares, 1996 in Denny, Hazenberg, Seddon, 2010).  

That is why it is exceedingly important to put the NEETs in contexts that would enable them to gain 

positive experience of completing specific tasks and obtain a sense of achievement, which should 

improve their self-efficacy and raise motivation. In this respect, non-formal learning could be of great 

advantage, since it allows for more flexibility: training programmes can be adapted and modes of 

delivery (group workshops, one-to-one counselling sessions, mentoring, etc.) can be selected based on 

the needs of specific target groups. Additionally, non-formal settings can avert negative experience 

one might have received in formal education.  

 

PEOPLE WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES  

People with learning difficulties (dyslexia, dyspraxia, dyscalculia, attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder and some other conditions) might also belong to the group of unemployed (as NEET or as an 

adult), so the points mentioned above and the ones following can also be attributed to them (may be, 

not all of them in equal measure). In case of people with learning difficulties, several important factors 

should be taken into account:  

 Learning difficulties may have various reasons: short attention span, poor memory, difficulty 

to discern between letters/numerals, poor reading or writing ability, coordination problems, 

etc. These affect a person’s ability to start own (social) enterprise in a different manner: reading 

difficulty may complicate the process of acquaintance with existing legal regulations, poor 

arithmetic skills may result in reduced capacity to plan the budget, etc. However, some scholars 

studying and dealing with learning difficulties note that such limitations make people with 

learning difficulties find their own unique ways to address a task, which increases their 

creativity (Gerber, et al., 1992; Reiff, et al., 1997 in Gerber, 1998).  

 Reduced ability to learn new or complex information and skills often leads to low self-esteem 

and a negative self-concept (Barton & Fuhrmann, 1994 in Gerber, 1998). People with learning 

difficulties tend to see themselves as “persons who cannot” rather than those “who can”. This, 

of course, may affect their motivation to start a business.  

 In certain cases, people with learning difficulties may still be perceived as “having limited 

potential”, which is too generic and disregards individual capabilities in each specific case.  

Learning difficulties are not insurmountable obstacles on the way to entrepreneurship. The presence 

of a learning difficulty means that the learning contents and the modes of their delivery should be 

aligned according to the needs of the students. Apart from that, the tasks given should be organised in 

a way the learners obtain a sense of achievement having completed them – that is, they think of 

themselves as people “who can”.  
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THE UNEMPLOYED  

The profile of unemployed persons is exceedingly broad and heterogeneous and might as well 

encompass the groups mentioned above: people with migratory background and refugees, NEETs and 

people with learning difficulties:  

- in 2019, the EU-27 unemployment rate for people aged 20 to 64 years was 12.3 % for those 

born outside the EU, 7.3 % for those born in another EU Member State and 6.0 % for the 

native-born population4;  

- 16.4 % of the 20-34 year-olds in the EU in 2019 were neither in employment nor in education 

and training (NEETs) – the proportion of young NEETs ranged from 7.3 % in Sweden to 27.8 

% in Italy5; 

- no official statistics about the share of people with learning difficulties among the unemployed 

is available.  

Therefore, we may assume that the difficulties faced by these groups may be ascribable (not 

necessarily to the full extent, but partially) to the jobless people, in general. This segment, however, 

can be further divided into smaller subgroups, and in each case the reasons for unemployment (is it 

forced or the person is not seeking employment at all?) and the specific needs that each group has. For 

example, those belonging to the group of long-term unemployed may see their skills getting outdated 

and may become discouraged because of lengthy inactivity. Women represent another segment of the 

unemployed who might face gender-specific barriers (stereotypes, glass ceiling, low representation, 

necessity to reconcile family and work, etc.).  

 

Summary 

The given chapter provides an insight into the needs of and difficulties that people with fewer 

opportunities (migrants and refugees, NEETs and unemployed adults, persons with learning 

difficulties) may come across on their way towards (social) entrepreneurship. It should be noted, 

though, that the suggested division is relative: an unemployed person may have a migratory 

background, whereas a NEET may have gotten such a status because of existing learning difficulties, 

and so on. Therefore, the key objective of this chapter is to create a broader picture in the mind of a 

reader and to sensitize entrepreneurial trainers and counsellors towards the needs of various target 

groups. 

Thus, the needs of people with fewer opportunities extend far beyond acquiring functional knowledge 

and skills necessary for entrepreneurship (awareness of existing legal regulations, developing a 

business plan, fund-raising, etc.). In order to become a successful (social) entrepreneur, one should be 

creative, open to opportunities, resourceful, aware of own strengths and weaknesses, resilient – i.e., 

possess all the qualities that form the so-called “entrepreneurial mindset” (UNCTAD, 2018, pp. 50, 

53). Although some European states have already adopted national strategies for entrepreneurship 

                                                        
4 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Migrant_integration_statistics_–
_labour_market_indicators  
5 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php/Statistics_on_young_people_neither_in_employment_nor_in_education_or_training  

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Migrant_integration_statistics_–_labour_market_indicators
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Migrant_integration_statistics_–_labour_market_indicators
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Statistics_on_young_people_neither_in_employment_nor_in_education_or_training
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Statistics_on_young_people_neither_in_employment_nor_in_education_or_training
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education or made entrepreneurial learning a mandatory part of curricula, their number is quite limited 

(European Commission, 2013, p.6). In this sense, non-formal learning offers many advantages, as it 

allows for a mix of content and delivery methods.  

Another important factor on the way to entrepreneurship is self-efficacy: entrepreneurial training 

should create such a context where participants can experience their own success stories, develop a 

sense of achievement and enhance their self-belief. This is one of the key objectives of the 

“PASSIONPRENEURS” project.  

 

2.2 Social entrepreneurship 

 

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUSHIP DEFINITION  

Social entrepreneurship is a trend, fashion, hype or more? In fact, first signs of social entrepreneurship 

can be found 100 years ago (Social enterprise alliance, 2020), but social enterprises as a booming 

model is growing nowadays all over the world. That is why it is important to understand why social 

entrepreneurship exists, and what the implications are. For different people and for different countries 

this term might be  similar, but not the same. It is important to understand that there is no single 

definition of social enterprise – it will differ from country to country depending on their politicies, 

culture, legal frameworks and existing legal forms of businesses.  

The concept of "social enterprise „first appeared in Europe (a few years before it emerged in the United 

States), more precisely in Italy, where it was promoted by a journal launched in 1990 and entitled 

“Impresa sociale” (Defourny, Nyssens, Social Enterprise in Europe: Recent trends and developments, 

2008, 1 p.) The concept was introduced at the time to designate the pioneering initiatives for which 

the Italian Parliament created the legal form of "social cooperative" one year later. Other European 

countries have since passed new laws to promote social enterprises. Over the past 10 years, the 

European Commission has developed main criteria that already have been adopted all over EU.  

According to the European Commission, „a social enterprise is an operator in the social economy 

whose main objective is to have a social impact rather than make a profit for their owners or 

shareholders. It operates by providing goods and services for the market in an entrepreneurial and 

innovative fashion and uses its profits primarily to achieve social objectives. It is managed in an 

open and responsible manner and, in particular, involves employees, consumers and stakeholders 

affected by its commercial activities“ (Smith, Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 

2019, p.11). 

 

The following 3 types of business are defined by the EC as a social enterprises: 

o Those for who the social or societal objective of the common good is the reason for the 

commercial activity, often in the form of a high level of social innovation 

o Those whose profits are mainly reinvested to achieve this social objective 

o Those where the method of organisation or the ownership system reflects the enterprise's 

mission, using democratic or participatory principles or focusing on social justice  

(“A map of social enterprises and their eco-systems in Europe” 9 p.) 
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The Social Enterprise Alliance suggests the basic working social enterprises definition as 

“organizations that address a basic unmet need or solve a social or environmental problem through 

a market-driven approach” (Social enterprise alliance, 2020). Such organizations employ people who 

have significant barriers to mainstream employment, create social or environmental impact through 

innovative products or services, and/or contribute a portion of their profits to non-profits that address 

basic unmet needs. Social entrepreneurship is a promising approach towards fostering genuinely 

“triple-bottom-line” organizations – those simultaneously seeking profits, social impact, and 

environmental sustainability. 

 

MAPPING SOCIAL ENTERPRISES IN THE EU 

Despite a growing interest in social enterprises and increasing levels of activity, there is limited 

understanding about the current state, size, and scope of social enterprises in Europe. To fill this gap, 

the European Commission launched a Social Enterprise mapping study in 2013 as a follow-up to its 

2011 Communication on the Social Business Initiative (SBI).  

The first study mapped social enterprise activity and eco-systems in 29 countries (EU 28 plus 

Switzerland) using a common definition and approach, whereas the latest research conducted in 2018-

2020 covered 36 countries. Specifically, the study addresses such topics as scale and characteristics of 

social enterprise activity in each country; national policy and legal framework for social enterprises; 

existing support measures; certification schemes (if any); social (impact) investment markets, etc.  

The study is generally based on in-depth review of national policy documents and literature as well as 

semi-structured interviews with various stakeholders, and also provides recommendations what 

possible actions at EU level can complement and support national initiatives.  

“The Map of Social Enterprises and their ecosystems in Europe” (A map of Social enterprises and 

their eco-systems in Europe, Synthesis report, 2020 edition, p. 5) developed an operational definition 

to distinguish social enterprises from mainstream ones and traditional social economy entities; it also 

provides an overview of social enterprise diffusion and activity across the countries with different 

economic and welfare contexts, traditions and development pathways. 

According to the European Commission's SBI communication (Borgaza, Galera, Social enterprises 

and their ecosystems in Europe, 2020, 28 p.), the definition of a social enterprise incorporates the three 

key dimensions: 

o An entrepreneurial (commercial/economic) dimension, i.e. engagement in continuous 

economic activity, which distinguishes social enterprises from traditional non-profit 

organisations (pursuing a social aim and generating some form of self-financing, but not 

necessarily engaged in regular trading activity); 

o A social dimension, i.e. a primary and explicit social purpose, which distinguishes social 

enterprises from mainstream (for-profit) enterprises; 

o A governance(-ownership) dimension, i.e. the existence of mechanisms to ‘lock in’ the 

social goals of the organisation. The governance dimension, thus, distinguishes social 

enterprises even more sharply from mainstream enterprises and traditional non-profit 

organisations/ social economy entities. 
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Figure 1. The three dimensions of a social enterprise 

Source: “The Map of Social Enterprises and their ecosystems in Europe” (Synthesis report Final, 

2015) 

 

According to the criteria for social enterprises, organizations must meet the following requirements in 

order to be called a social enterprise (European Commission, 2020, p.11-12): 

 The organisation must engage in an economic activity, i.e. a continuous activity of 

production and/or exchange of goods and/or services; 

 It must pursue an explicit and primary social aim= the one that benefits society; 

 It must have limits on the distribution of wealth or profits in order to pursue social benefits 

rather than revenue; 

 It must be independent (from government or other organisations) 

 It must have inclusive governance, i.e. characterised by participatory and/ or democratic 

decision-making processes. 

Organisations fulfilling EU set of requirements of a social enterprise definition, can be found in all 

European countries. However, the EU operational definition represents what could be an ideal type of 

social enterprise – but not all of those dimensions are mentioned in the national definitions of social 

enterprises. For example, even in those countries that have an established definition of a social 

enterprise having “inclusive governance” is not mentioned as a mandatory requirement. Furthermore, 

in several countries (Finland, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Sweden), the definition of social 

enterprise focuses on work integration social enterprises (WISEs) excluding those pursuing societal 

missions such as provision of social and educational services, environment, well-being for all, etc. 

(European Commission, 2020, p.15). 
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LEGAL FORMS AND FINANCING OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES 

Various approaches towards defining social enterprises and their level of embeddedness in national 

policies lead to the differences in the legal status of social enterprises across Europe and their funding 

opportunities.  

 

The national social 'enterprise 'families’ are incredibly diverse across Europe, encompassing a range 

of organisational and legal forms and statuses: existing legal forms such as associations, foundations, 

cooperatives, share companies; new legal forms designed specifically for social enterprises by 

adapting or „tailoring“ existing legal forms e.g. social cooperatives in Italy, Societe Cooperative 

d’Interet Collectifs (SCICs) in France, Community Interest Companies in the Uk, etc. Some countries, 

such as the United Kingdom, Austria, the Netherlands, Germany, Finland or Poland, have developed 

special certification and marking systems to label social businesses (European Commission, 2020, 

p.13) Although there is a growing number of legally recognised defined social enterprises forms, they 

do not capture the actual universe of social enterprises. In reality, European social enterprises are often 

„hidden“ among existing legal forms, such as: 

 Associations and foundations with commercial activities; 

 Cooperatives serving general or collective interests; 

 Mainstream enterprises pursuing an explicit and primary social aim.  

 

 
Figure 2: Countries with laws on specific legal forms or statuses for social enterprises (European 

Commission, 2020) 
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The comparative synthesis report “Social Enterprises and their ecosystems In Europe” (European 

Commission, 2020, p.114) provides information about institutionalised and actual forms of social 

enterprises  in European countries. The table below reflects the situation in the countries of the 

PASSIONPRENEURS project consortium:  

Country Institutionalised forms of 

SE 

Organisations that can be 

considered SEs, provided that 

they comply with the three 

dimensions of the EU 

operational definition 

Borderline types 

Cyprus  - -Associations 

-Cooperatives 

-Foundations 

-Limited liability companies 

- 

Germany -Social and cultural 

cooperatives (2006) 

-Enterprises for the 

inclusion of PWDs and 

enterprises for the 

integration of persons with 

other permanent labour 

market disadvantages 

(2016) 

-Associations (including welfare 

organisations) 

-Associations, cooperatives and 

limited liability companies with 

public 

benefit status  

-Cooperatives 

-Operational foundations 

Share companies 

generating social 

impact 

Greece  - Women’s (agro-tourist) 

cooperatives 

(921/1979) 

- Limited liability social 

cooperatives (KoiSPE) 

(2716/1999, 4430/2016) 

- Two types of social 

cooperative enterprise 

(KoinSEp) (4430/2016): 

for work integration 

and for collective and 

social benefit purposes 

- Agricultural cooperatives 

with/without social and 

solidarity economy status 

- Civil cooperatives with/without 

social and solidarity economy 

status 

- Limited liability companies, 

general partnerships and private 

companies 

with/without social and 

solidarity economy status 

- Associations 

with/without social 

and solidarity 

economy 

status 

- Civil non-profit 

companies 

with/without social 

and 

solidarity economy 

status 

- Foundations 

Spain -Social initiative 

cooperatives (CIS) 

(27/1999) 

-Social integration 

enterprises (44/2007) 

-Special employment 

centres (1/2013, revised 

9/2017) 

-Associations 

-Conventional enterprises 

-Cooperatives 

-Foundations 

Conventional 

companies engaged 

in corporate social 

responsibility 
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Italy -A-type social 

cooperatives (delivering 

social, 

health and educational 

services) and B-type 

social cooperatives (work 

integration) 

(381/1991) 

-Different legal forms with 

status of social 

enterprise (155/2006 and 

106/2016) 

-Associations 

-Cooperatives (e.g., community 

cooperatives) 

-Foundations 

-Mutual aid societies 

Benefit 

corporations 

Lithuania  -Different legal forms with 

status of social 

enterprise (work 

integration, IX-2251/2004) 

-Associations 

-Foundations 

Public enterprises 

-Share companies 

generating social 

impact 

-Sole proprietors 

generating social 

impact 

Sweden - -Economic associations 

-Limited companies 

-Non-profit associations 

- 

 

Social enterprises in most EU countries are usually very small, small or medium-sized enterprises (in 

terms of number of employees). Most of these businesses use the help of volunteers in their activities. 

Social businesses are more often focused on the needs of the community, which in Lithuania, for 

example, was influenced by project funding. Social business activities vary widely, depending on the 

challenges facing certain EU countries, but there are also commonalities: employment of vulnerable 

groups, health, social care, health services, environmental, cultural activities, education, and so on 

(“Socialinių verslo galimybių studija”, 2019, 15 p.). 

Research on social enterprises and its ecosystem in individual EU countries suggests that EU countries 

have very different approaches to funding social business: in some countries social enterprises as a 

solution to sensitive social issues are subsidized by the state, in others they are established with the 

support of EU funds, some social enterprises are founded  using own capital of its founders or 

investments from business incubators and other institutions.  

A Several countries have initiated a  range of business development services and support schemes 

designed for social enterprises. (European commission, 2020, 22 p.). These include Belgium, Croatia, 

Denmark, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, 

Switzerland and the UK. However, the scope and extent of such state-funded schemes vary widely. In 

Sweden, for example, public support initiatives are narrowly focused on WISE, while in countries such 

as Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Portugal and Spain, support is focused on the much wider social / 

solidarity economy. Only few European countries has the public financial schemes. This is the case in 

newer Member States, particularly from Eastern Europe - Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, 
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Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Slovenia, Slovakia and Romania where ad hoc and fragmented initiatives 

have been funded through Structural Funds. There are few older Member States where publicly funded 

schemes targeting social enterprises are very limited or non-existent, including Austria, Finland, 

Germany, Ireland, and the Netherlands. In a few countries (Finland, Netherlands), it has been a 

deliberate policy choice to not develop bespoke schemes for social enterprise. 

European Structural Funds (ERDF and ESF) have also played a key role in many countries 

(particularly new Member States such as Bulgaria, Poland, Romania, Hungary, but also older Member 

States such as Italy and the UK). 

Generally, lack of finance is considered to be the main problem hindering the emergence and operation 

of social enterprises at an early stage, and financial sustainability is the main problem for the 

development of social businesses. 

 

The table below depicts the main sources of funding of social enterprises in PASSIONPRENEURS 

partner countries (Social enterprises and their ecosystems in Europe, 2020, 78 p.):  

Cyprus Resource mix based mainly on public subsidies granted for supporting start-up 

and the employment of disadvantaged workers and on income from private 

sources for SEs active in the environment, animal protection and waste 

management (reuse, recycling, recovery and disposal) 

Germany Resource mix with significant differences in the sources of income among 

different legal forms and activity performed. Public grants, subsidies and 

donations still function as very important sources for the organisations for 

which data is available, although their share has generally fallen in recent 

years. Regulated service fees (paid by local authorities) are the major source 

of income for associations and public benefit companies. 

Greece A resource mix with a considerable proportion of private sources since Greek 

SEs are engaged in a broad spectrum of economic activities different from 

social services, mainly food trade and processing, education, trade and leisure 

services. The public financing of the provision of social and health services 

seems relevant only in the start-up phase. 

Italy Two different resource mixes: in social and educational services, 80% of the 

financial resources come from public authorities and the rest from private 

users; in WISEs, the percentage of public vs private sources is around 50/50. 

Lithuania  Resource mix with a high proportion of public funding largely based on grants 

for employing disadvantaged workers in WISEs. SEs in the form of NPO are 

mainly financed on a yearly basis by state and municipalities to organise the 

provision of public services to specific groups in society. 

The largest portion of financing is distributed through project tenders within 

the framework of specific yearly programmes. The public procurement system 

in Lithuania creates favourable conditions for SEs. However, the main obstacle 

for SEs in the development of the social service market is the fact that state 
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and municipal institutions tend to systematically purchase social services 

through grants or rely on state or municipal service providers. 

Spain  Mix of resources in all sectors of activity in which SEs are engaged, especially 

in health services and work integration. 

Sweden Resource mix characterised by a core group of SEs related to work integration 

and especially vocational training for long-term unemployed. Most of these 

enterprises provide work training, rehabilitation services, etc. to municipalities 

and national agencies. They also commonly combine this field of activity with 

production and sales in other sectors such as cafés, catering, hotels, 

maintenance, carpentry, handicraft, arts, second-hand shops, gardening. 

However, in recent decades, transformation of the welfare provision that has 

increased the space for private initiative does not seem to have been adequately 

exploited by SEs. It is primarily the number of conventional enterprises that 

has increased even if non-profit organisations also provide these services. 

 

Thus, social enterprises are usually engaged simultaneously in a plurality of income generating 

activities; they combine market and non-market, public and private resources and often access multiple 

markets applying different rules and methods. They do not only operate in available markets, they also 

develop existing ones and create new ones.  

 

TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES 

The number of social enterprises in Europe is growing and their business models and fields of activities 

are getting more diverse. These changes are the result of both grassroots initiatives and policy measures 

undertaken by governments. In many countries, the European Social Fund has been crucial in boosting 

the development. 

The Social enterprises and their ecosystems in Europe synthesis report (2020) highlights that public 

support measures need to reflect the diversity of social enterprises and their needs. For example, social 

enterprises focusing on work integration need long lasting partnerships with public authorities, while 

those using new technologies to boost sustainable consumption might lack patient risk capital, whereas 

non-profit organisations engaging in commercial activities need support to develop their business plans 

and skills. 

 

Interest in social business and its environment in Europe is growing fast, according to a study of 

European Ecosystems. New laws are being formed or developing, the legal framework for social 

enterprises is being formed, and government dialogues on social business are taking place more often. 
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Public figures are increasingly involved in social issues, actions, incubators. The number of social 

enterprises and people employed is progressively increasing in most EU Member States.  

The environment in which social enterprises operate has become more conducive, people have become 

more aware, they act ethically, create services for personal and shared use. They pay more attention to 

consumption reduction, ecology, using organic products, sharing, the environment care and 

innovations. This emerging mindset, increasingly sensitive to social responsibility, corroborates the 

sustainability of the idea behind the emergence of the social enterprise: that enterprises can also 

prioritise the pursuit of social aims. Social enterprises as a business model, becoming more and more 

popular as a potential in care services, nursing, energy, environment, agriculture. The activities of 

social enterprises are strongly recognized and popular in local communities. 

 

Taking into account these considerations, one can identify at least 3 trends of Future Social 

entrepreneurship: 

1. Innovative approaches to social change: social entrepreneurs take innovative ideas, creating value 

for society beyond the ordinary, making solutions to social challenges. 

2. Diverse organizational structures: investing and developing tools in the early stages, for-profit or 

mixed social businesses, creating a beneficial society. 

3. Global work: Ecoalf, a Spanish company, is a global leader in social innovation in the processing 

industry. The history of the company is amazing, as is its clothing. The idea of Ecoalf started as a small 

investment in research and development to replace raw materials based on resources, raw materials 

based on waste. Nowadays, it is one of the most important companies in the world in this field. Ecoalf 

has been able to produce high quality clothing from recycled materials, mainly PET plastic and fishnets 

Waste collection campaigns in the coastal environment and cooperation with developing countries 

have set an example for other companies and governments. They work with partners all over the world. 

Their model is based on integration and continuous research into technologies that can turn new waste 

into fashion. One of their most ambitious projects: Upcycling the oceans. The project, with 

Mediterranean fishermen, aims to remove their fishing nets through Ecoalf so that the oceans can be 

cleaned up gradually (Causeartists news, 2016). 

While these trends forecast the future of social enterprises, it is believed that the key to success is the 

maintenance of human capital. By valuing and nurturing emerging key talents for social impact, 

welcoming them where they are, and providing them with the tools they need, social progress has the 

potential to move forward, faster. 

 

FOSTERING ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS 

The development of the entrepreneurial capacity of European citizens and organisations is one of the 

key policy objectives for the EU and Member States. The European Commission identified sense of 

initiative and entrepreneurship as one of the 8 key competences necessary for a knowledge-based 

society (EntreComp: The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework, 2017). To identify which skills 

make up the entrepreneurial competence, the European Commission contracted special research in 

2016. After 18 months of team work, a team of experts developed: the Entrepreneurship Competence 

Framework, or EntreComp Framework in short.  
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The EntreComp Framework proposes a shared definition of entrepreneurship as a competence, with 

the aim to raise consensus among all stakeholders and to establish a bridge between the worlds of 

education and work (EntreComp: The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework, 2017). The 

framework is meant to become a reference for any initiative aiming to foster entrepreneurial capacity 

of European citizens.  

 

The EntreComp Framework includes 3 interrelated and interconnected competence areas:  

o Ideas and opportunities 

o Resources 

o Into action  

The chart below provides a concise overview of the framework: it provides the definition of 

entrepreneurship, identifies three competence areas and lists the competences included in each 

competence area:  

 
Figure 3  EntreComp: The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework (European Union, 2017)  

 

Each of the areas is made up of 5 competences that constitute the building blocks of entrepreneurship 

as a competence. The framework describes the 15 competences along an 8-level progression model 

and proposes a comprehensive list of 442 learning outcomes. The framework can be used as a basis 

for the development of curricula and learning activities fostering entrepreneurship as a competence. 

Also, it can be used to assess learners’ and citizens’ entrepreneurial competences. EntreComp also 

provides and examples and recommendations how it could be used in the practice. 
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To facilitate the use of the EntreComp Framework in practice, the European Commission additionally 

publishes a guide “EntreComp framework into Action” as a tool for those people and organisations 

who wish to explore why, when and how they can use it. The guide provides examples that illustrate 

the breadth and depth of potential for using EntreComp. It is intended to inspire more actors across 

Europe and beyond to get involved, to join a community of participants committed to embedding these 

competences for life into education, communities, work against the uncertainty and, sometimes, the 

scant effectiveness of national public policies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Guiding adults from marginalised areas through their passions  

 

TRAINER’S ROLE AND METHOD  

Trainers play a key role in promoting entrepreneurship education and learning. This role includes 

fostering self-esteem and confidence among trainees, by drawing on each individual’s talents and 

creativity, while building the relevant skills and values that will assist learners in expanding their 

perspectives on entrepreneurship. In addition, trainers are also tasked with advancing the prospective 

entrepreneurs’ skills required in today’s entrepreneurial world. Therefore, trainer’s motivation, skills, 

experience, and values, as well as the learning approach are all important ingredients for a training 

programme’s success. 

 

For the purpose of this guidance, the entrepreneurial training will be applied by adopting non-formal 

education methodology. Nonformal Education (NFE) includes any organized educational activity or 

practices which are not included in the formal system of education. Nonformal learning may be defined 

as ‘intermediate, flexible concept of learning that is taking place in an organised manner and follows 

learning objectives’ (Pantea, 2015). Although it would be more demanding, trainers should attempt to 

match training methods with trainee learning styles to motivate and facilitate learning, and thus 

maximize the effectiveness of transfer of learning (Carter, 2002). This training-learning journey 

embraces a broad spectrum of learning settings and contexts each with different characteristics. 

 

First emerging in the late 1960s, non-formal education has four characteristics: 

 Relevance to the needs of disadvantaged groups. 

 Concern with specific categories of person. 

 A focus on clearly defined purposes. 

 Flexibility in organization and methods. 
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Although it would be more demanding, trainers should attempt to match training methods with trainee 

learning styles to motivate and facilitate learning, and thus maximize the effectiveness of transfer of 

learning (Carter, 2002).  

 

MAKING SENSE OF THE TRAINING ENVIRONMENT COMPLEXITY  

The main role of the trainer in the Passionpreneurs Training Program is to enable learning rather than 

focus on the teaching per se. The trainer is responsible for ensuring that the training environment is 

conducive to learning, sharing knowledge and experience, and enhances the participation of all people. 

However, the trainer should be alert to other factors that might affect participating and fully 

contributing to the training program. The trainer performs a complex and multifaceted role which 

includes the rotation of roles and the undertaking of initiatives that will act as support both at the level 

of group dynamics and at the individual level for each participant. The effectiveness of the process 

includes the synergy of a number of factors which concern the effectiveness of the trainer, the material 

and technical infrastructure, the formation of a cooperative learning environment, and the creation of 

appropriate conditions for the development of effective communication between training participants 

(Steiner, Dobbins & Trahan, 1991). Taking as a fact that being a trainer of disadvantaged groups is a 

role that requires to take into account individual specificity and learning needs to facilitate supporting 

and learning process, it is important to emphasize the heterogeneity of disadvantaged groups (such as 

women, youth, migrants or refugees) and  the need to respond flexibly to different needs, and face the 

challenge of social perceptions. 

 

During the training of marginalised groups, such as migrants or unemployed people, the trainer must 

be aware of important parameters for successfully delivering training materials, such as being aware 

of and flexible towards the different characteristics of individuals in this group. For instance, the socio-

economic background of each individual might be a factor that creates solidarity between members of 

the group or, conversely, a factor that can create dividing lines within the group. The trainer should, 

therefore, be mindful of these characteristics because of their potential in generating both cohesion as 

well as division. Each trainer should carefully study the particular characteristics of the participants, 

which determine the dynamics of the group, in order to organize a properly targeted training process. 

In some cases, the participants consist of people with different cultural backgrounds, beliefs and 

experiences.  

 

Thus, the trainer needs to find the means to increase the mutual understanding among trainees and 

create a safe and welcoming environment; a space where they understand that all people are treated 

with respect and dignity (Creon Schermuly, 2019). Part of creating appropriate conditions and a 

welcoming atmosphere involves knowing how to approach people, and obtaining critical awareness of 

implied assumptions and expectations, of the trainer himself and others (Mezirow, 2006, p. 44). 

Another necessary prerequisite for the creation of this atmosphere is the adaptation of a more reflective 

attitude for the trainer that will lead to a more clear understanding, by drawing elements from the 

collective experience, with the aim of the adoption of a more responsible and creative attitude towards 

all participants.  
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More precisely, it is fundamental to take into account the social and cultural contexts which impose 

certain values, dominant norms of a society, different experiences, patterns of behavior, and cultural 

beliefs, that may not be understood in a different cultural context. Gender differences (female/male) 

can pose a challenge, depending on where you are. You cannot assume that the way you can approach 

both genders in your home country is the same as elsewhere.  

 

Important difficulty factors, both in the training process and in the operation of the team during pair 

activities, are the stereotypes and prejudices of the participants, the negative experiential events that 

have preceded, the differences in culture and the impending emerging conflicts based on them. 

Realizing the degree of influence of personal and cultural assumptions is therefore a key prerequisite 

for a disadvantaged group training program. Many times, these do not manifest themselves but are 

underlying elements of triggering crises and intra-group and inter-group conflicts. 

 

Hiemstra (1991) points out the five stages of discrimination that educators can use in dealing with 

adult education from vulnerable populations, which are as follows:  

 

 Stage one: the trainer conducts the necessary investigative procedures to identify the existence of 

discrimination within the group.  

 Stage two: the trainer realizes the elements of discrimination that appear either through the 

language code or through non-verbal elements of communication and commits himself to 

effectively deal with the emerging discrimination that appears in the educational context.  

 Stage three: the instructor takes the necessary care to create a learning environment that facilitates 

communication and exchange of data and information about the cultural pluralism of the learners.  

 Stage four: the trainer proceeds to the constructive utilization of emotional learning and to 

demonstrate a critical spirit regarding the way of interaction and communication of the 

participants in the training program based on their common characteristics.  

 Stage five: the trainer and the trainees evaluate the learning experience they gained by recording 

the benefits and difficulties that arose. 

 

 

NECESSARY SKILLS DURING THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE  

According to Freire (1970), learning is at the same time a revolutionary and liberating process through 

which men and women as trainees could acknowledge their individual existence in the world. 

Simultaneously, they could extensively develop abilities based on their personal needs and preferences 

but also by respecting the needs of other members of the society. 

 

A deeper interpretation of the above thought underlines that people must develop the functional 

capabilities that will allow them to incorporate smoothly into the training process, balancing between 

their personal and social identity. Those abilities are defined in four categories with broader context: 

social empathy, critical thinking, tolerance of contradictions, and communication skills. The 

trainer should constantly foster and cultivate own and participants’ capabilities. A more detailed 

analysis of these categories is offered below: 
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Social empathy: The ability to understand and comprehend the cognitive and emotional situation of 

the other person. It is a procedure of emotional identification in order to understand deeper and more 

essentially the attitude and motivations of others. Our social actions are influenced deeply by being 

able to understand someone’s viewpoints and by adopting a holistic approach we may become more 

aware and better understand each person’s attitude and behaviour as it manifests under various 

occasions. Also, we become able to track the social norms that influence each person to adopt relative 

opinions and manners (Zaki, 2019). Basically, trainers of disadvantaged groups need to disclaim the 

subjective dimension of their perspective and explanation of social phenomena and people’s 

behaviour. They must approach the intercultural backgrounds of the trainees, listen actively by being 

open-minded and approach them with critical thought. The dynamic capability of social empathy 

enables people to neglect the narrow and inefficient doctrine implying that a person of different 

nationality/status/background, is an “outsider” and everything that goes with it. Consequentially, it is 

a fundamental need to enhance the ability of social empathy by remarking those social representations 

and models of behaviour that are frequent in every level of the formal education system and in our 

everyday communicative interaction that tend to regard any different person as an “Outsider”. 

 

Critical thinking: This term refers to the development of those abilities that enhance our critical attitude 

and help us identify and evaluate the social roles that every social system attributes to each person 

based mainly on exogenous characteristics that categorize them. A deep overall knowledge of those 

characteristics that are apportioned by the system and stigmatize different people when they deviate 

from the standard social patterns is necessary for someone to develop their critical thinking. Moreover, 

we must recognize the historical trail of those prejudices, having as an ultimate goal to understand and 

support social distinctness. 

If we want to augment our ability for critical thinking, a most significant parameter is being able to 

develop a system of evaluation that will acknowledge the pluralism of experiences and its value, and 

create conditions in which this pluralism, instead of culturally-imposed pluralism,  is promoted. If 

trainers comprehend this significant parameter, they will be able use critical thinking in order to 

comprehend the various cultural differences as an outcome of dissimilar personal and social 

experiences rather as the result of stale cultural norms. 

 

Tolerance of contradictions: This term requires a functional web of abilities that will allow adult 

educators to operate with flexibility and “openness”. It is an ability that will potentiate every adult 

educator each time their knowledge skills are being challenged or when they feel emotionally 

vulnerable due to different events, to remain accessible and able to preserve the communication 

channels. 

 

Communication skills: Communication skills are broadly defined by the development and successful 

function of the three abilities described above. One could argue that they belong to the meta-learning 

abilities that offer proper use of oral and written speech. Moreover, they contribute to the fulfilment 

of self-reflective  procedures. Those skills have an impact on the interpretative approach of 

communication, that will allow the acceptance of cultural particularities that everyone carries along 
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and affect the way people think and act, the way they express themselves through an interactive 

procedure. Krajewski (2011) emphasizes the importance of cross-cultural communication that 

provides the impetus to intensify the self-confidence of each person by developing relations and 

channels of communication, so it can lead to a broad sense of collective belonging. 

 

Techniques for eliciting participants’ interest and engagement in the training processes 

 

There are various techniques that can be used for the efficient transfer of learning that can be flexibly 

reshaped according to the individual characteristics of participants but also depending on the training 

circumstances. A key method to reinforce the engagement of trainees in learning processes is to focus 

on activating their self-motivation to learn. 

 

 

- Define their roles from the very beginning to clarify and establish the objectives of the training 

programme; 

- Know how to handle specific types of questions; 

- Manage challengers and interrupters; 

- Address problems in trainees relationships; 

- Customize the communication among the two parts (trainer-trainee) of the session by deeply 

listening to each other and by becoming more aware of participants’ visions and goals; 

- Make the training active in order to engage participants in the process; 

- Create an environment where the main characteristic is the acceptance of the differences among 

the participants; 

- Ensure the contribution of all the participants; 

-  Try to regulate participants’ role and contribution by setting applying rules of respect (e.g. 

respecting others’ opinions and point of view, avoiding generalisations for specific groups of 

people etc.); 

- Interpret non-verbal cues; 

 

HINT: Although marginalized adults are a heterogeneous group, they often share a number of 

characteristics and experiences. Show participants the things they have in common! 

 

LEARN HOW TO NAVIGATE COMPLEX ENVIRONMENTS  

Dr Meredith Belbin studied team-work for many years, and he observed that people when taking part 

in team activities/projects tend to assume different "team roles." He defined a team role as the tendency 

to behave in a particular way when interacting with other people. He created a list of nine such team 

roles that describe a pattern of behaviour that characterises one person's behaviour in relationship to 

another in facilitating the progress of a team. This approach underlies team success by recognising that 

the strongest teams have a diversity of characters. It therefore enables the increase of understanding 

and mutual expectations to be met. In an entrepreneurial team, there are different roles that are 

necessary to contribute in order for the entrepreneurial to succeed.  

 

με 
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Source: The Nine Belbin Team Roles 

 

The Nine Belbin Team Roles 

3 action-oriented roles  

1. Shaper: provide the necessary drive to ensure that the team kept moving and did not lose focus 

or momentum 

2. Implementer: is needed to plan a practical, workable strategy and carry it out as efficiently as 

possible 

3. Completer Finisher: are used at the end of a task, to “polish” and scrutinise the work for errors, 

subjecting it to the highest standards for quality control 

 

3 people-oriented roles 

4. Co-ordinator: focuses on the team’s objectives, draws out team members and delegates work 

appropriately 

5. Teamworker: help the team to gel, using their versality to identify the work required and 

complete it on behalf of the team 

6. Resource Investigator: provides inside knowledge on the opposition and makes sure that the 

team’s idea would carry to the world outside the team 

 

3 cerebral roles 

7. Plant: tends to be highly creative and good at solving problems in unconventional ways 

8. Monitor Evaluator: provides a logical eye, makes impartial judgements where required and 

weighs up the team’s options in a dispassionate way 

9. Specialist: brings in-depth knowledge of a key area to the team 
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HINT: The basic concept of using these roles is to use each role as a tool that indicate a starting point 

for a one-to-one or group conversation and obtain better results after the training process. The 

adaptation of different roles suggests different interpretations and perspectives; they can be used in 

many ways, from providing ideas and solutions, exploring information, identifying problems and 

solutions or simply facilitating the brainstorming. You can feed them in the learning activities to 

encourage colleagues to contribute and participate more in the process of the activities. It is always 

useful to offer participants the opportunity to change roles throughout the training process, they can 

use the role they feel more confident to practise and then change roles in every activity so they can 

have the chance to practice different roles. The trainer can explore which role-combinations suit 

training needs best and focus only on them. 

 

 

GROW Model 

The GROW Model is a simple framework for structuring coaching and mentoring sessions. It is an 

effective framework that helps participants understand their challenge properly, and identify what their 

next actions should be, in order to reach a solution. GROW is an acronym that stands for:  

 

Goal 

Reality 

Options or Obstacles 

Will or Way Forward 
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How does the GROW Model work? 

GROW – your role at each stage 

 

G: Help them clarify their actual goals and aspirations. As with all goals, they need to be realistic, 

specifically detailed, and something that can be measured for progress. 

 

R: Help them understand what is currently happening so that they can form a baseboard from which 

they can grow. This process will provide understanding of internal obstacles and blocks currently 

preventing or limiting progression. 

 

O: Once they have determined their goal (identifying the need to solve a social problem) and examined 

the current reality, they should spend some time identifying the ways for solving the problem. Guide 

this conversation and help them to frame the issue and its dynamics, identify possibilities and 

alternatives, and outline strengths and strategies for progression.  

 

W: Help them find what needs to be done, how it will be done, and when, meaning to find a way 

forward. 

 

HINT: GROW skills during a training can help to increase self-confidence and motivation. Asking 

effective questions in a carefully structured way promotes deeper awareness and greater responsibility 

which leads to practical steps to accomplish goals and overcome obstacles.  

 

 

2.4  From the idea to practice 

 

The story of the Social Cooperative which is named as “Ev Zin”is really inspiring. “Ev Zin” encloses 

the meaning of a better quality of life. The creators of “Ev Zin” totally applied the GROW model with 

their social initiative and the results they got are quite positive. These results encouraged them to go 

further and expand the social cooperative to other activities as well. So, apart from the chain of cooked 

food shops with traditional cuisine, catering services and cleaning services are offered and the 

operation of the canteen named “Hara”, which means happiness, at the Psychiatric Hospital of Attica 

became a dream that came true -or to say it otherwise- an idea that was put into praxis.  

 

 

 

The Social Cooperative "Ev Zin" was founded in 

June 2004 and started its commercial activity in 

2005.  

Their motto is the following: 

 

 “We support diversity, we make a difference.”.                   
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At a time when the integration of the mentally ill in the labour market seemed a utopian scenario, the 

first founding members of the Cooperative were mental health professionals, sensitised citizens and 

young people with psychosocial difficulties, while an important supporting role in its establishment 

played and continues to play the Greek Center for Mental Health and Research. It was initially active 

in carpentry, traditional carpet weaving and the provision of Catering Services, an activity which has 

developed to date into one of the main cooperatives. In 2009 KoiSPE "Ev Zin" received a subsidy 

from the European Union (NSRF – National Strategic Reference Framework), which led to a 

significant increase in its production capacity. 

Their Philosophy is based on the fundamental principles of Social Entrepreneurship, which does not 

aim at profit, but at the reintegration of socially vulnerable groups into the labour market, fully legal 

labour relations and democratic governance. Their Vision is the existence of a society of equal 

opportunities and professional rights for fellow citizens who face mental health problems and more. 

To achieve this vision they are committed to creating business activities that offer services and 

products of exceptional quality, certified, based on all international standards and always at the most 

"social" prices, so that they are accessible to all. At the same time, 50% of the jobs of the Cooperative 

are covered by fellow citizens with psychosocial difficulties and this is a commitment. All their profits 

are also reinvested in the development of their activities, in order to create even more jobs. 

In 2011 the activities of the Cooperative were extended to cleaning services. In 2013, the first store 

selling cooked food, Traditional Social Cuisine "Ev Zin", opened in Egaleo, which is an area of Athens 

and its successful course led to the creation of the second store in Nea Smyrni. In 2018 the Cooperative 

took over the operation of the Canteen "HARA", the only restaurant and leisure area at the Psychiatric 

Hospital of Athens. 

 

 
 

Catering Services can fully support any small or large, professional or personal event with consistency 

and responsibility. The specialized staff of the Social Cooperative "Ev Zin" knows that each event is 

unique and helps persons individually to organize it exactly as they imagined by combining always 

high quality with "social" prices. 

 

To start with, the chain of cooked food shops Traditional Social Cuisine "Ev Zin", 

has already its first two stores in Egaleo and Nea Smyrni and has managed to 

become the favourite, daily habit for Takeaway and Delivery cooked food. The 

two Traditional Social Cuisines o To start with, the chain of cooked food shops 

Traditional Social Cuisine "Ev Zin", has already its first two stores in Egaleo and 

Nea Smyrni and has managed to become the favourite, daily habit for Takeaway 

and Delivery cooked food. The two Traditional Social Cuisines offer homemade 

food prepared with fresh ingredients and pure olive oil, to be really tasty and 

healthy and at the most "social" prices. All portions of food are cooked, in the 

morning of the same day, in the new, privately owned, state-of-the-art brewery 

that is certified for its quality and hygiene with ISO 22000: 2005 and HACCP. 
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They undertake: 

 

 Corporate Events 

 Conferences - Meetings 

 Formal meetings 

 Coffee Break 

 Lunch Break 

 Receptions 

 Social events 

 Weddings - Baptisms 

 Holidays at home 

 Outdoor celebrations 

 Children parties 

 

 
 

Summing up, "Ev Zin" is a social cooperative with obvious social impact and the 4D Appreciative 

Inquiry applies to this case. First of all, there was the discovery of what it is, then the vision, the dream 

of what it might be was formed. After that the design of what it should be was well organised and 

finally the destiny of what it will be like, became a reality. 

 

 

Their cleaning laboratories undertake the cleaning of any small, 

medium or large professional space, based on the principles of 

consistency, obsession with detail and the use of appropriate 

products. Their superiority lies in the experienced staff of the 

Cooperative. The cleaning programme of a business, is being 

developed according to the specific needs, in the most 

economical, "social" and effective way. 

 

Since September 2018, Koispe "Ev Zin" has undertaken the full 

operation of the Canteen "HARA", the only restaurant and leisure 

area at the Psychiatric Hospital of Attica. Fragrant coffees, 

delicious snacks and sweets, homemade food, beautiful events 

and service full of smiles are all those that transform "HARA" 

into a modern, warm gathering place, rest and recreation for all 

patients, visiting patients and employees. 
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Chapter 3: Peer-Coaching 
 

3.1 Introduction  

In Robbins’ definition (1991), “peer coaching is a confidential process through which two or more 

professional colleagues work together to reflect on current practices; expand, refine, and build new 

skills; share ideas; teach one another; conduct classroom research; or solve problems in the 

workplace”. In PASSIONPRENEURS project, peer coaching is an important part as 

trainers/facilitators are requested to cooperate to pass the knowledge acquired during the Training 

Programme included in IO1 to other colleagues and peers. Augmented competences and experience 

are easily transferable when a peer-to-peer methodology is used. As the same time, 

trainees/participants are expected to share their increased knowledge and new skills with other peers 

outside the project sphere. This chapter will cover this topic with techniques, tips and suggestions for 

practicing peer coaching for trainers/facilitators and trainees/participants. 

 

 

3.2 Guidelines for the coaches/ adults that have already participated in the Training programme 

and are willing to pass their competences and experiences over to their peers 

 

Facilitators/trainers and participants/trainees who have already participated in training programme and 

are willing to pass their increased competences and experience over their peers can follow some 

guidelines and tips. In general, to be a good peer coach you can follow some tips already listed by the 

literature on this topic. Shana Montesol Johnson (2011), an expert on peer coaching, gives these 

10 tips to be a good peer coach: 

1) “Identify a partner you trust 

2) Invite them to partner with you as your peer coach 

3) Schedule a time to meet via Skype 

4) During your coaching call, you’ll each take equal time as the coach and as the coachee 

5) When it’s your turn to be the coachee, identify your area of focus for the coaching session 

and share this with your peer coach 

6) When it’s your turn to be the peer coach, give your partner your full attention while he or she 

thinks out loud about whatever they choose to focus on 

7) Focus on the positive, and what action you can take in the future 

8) Two questions can help bring closure and forward momentum to each session 

9) Set goals and hold each other accountable 

10) At the end of each peer coaching session, schedule the next one”. 
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Meier (2014) also adds 5 useful tips. Peer coaching becomes more efficient when: 

 Feedback is given in a way that opens up new possibilities to explore 

 The coaching partner believes in the coachee, endorsing strengths and not only weaknesses 

 Engage peer partner’s curiosity, imagination and inspiration 

 Remains confidential and non-judgmental 

 Sets open questions which create space for a substantial conversation 

They shall be empowered to design their own future exploiting their own potential and capacity, while 

at the same time community capacity for social entrepreneurship, economic development and social 

cohesion should be strengthened. 

 

The training is designed to be highly participatory in order to motivate participants and engage them 

in developing their own project. At the same time whilst working on their own project participants will 

encourage and will learn how to support others to multiply within their communities the impact of the 

lessons they learned in this training.  

 

PASSIONPRENEURS Programme is based on empowerment and peer coaching/mentoring 

methodologies, which support the entrepreneurial and self-management skill. This approach 

encompassed the whole process – from raising awareness of the personal situation, to identifying the 

need for change, getting users to obtain the tools for themselves  while also being aware of the need to 

help others to undergo the same process, thus giving rise to innovative ideas and projects of social 

entrepreneurship. Thus, Peer coaching and – working is present throughout all modules.  

 

Module 1: From Passion to Purpose 

In this module participants engage in group work to reflect and discuss on the activities that might 

become a focal point of their social projects. The learners will be inspired to provide each other mutual 

support in their reflections and encourage further development of their ideas. The learners are 

considered as experts in their own social field, so they might be able to provide each other important 

mutual feedback on opportunities, solutions and critical points to respect. Also, they shall support each 

other in building networks which might serve them in the future after the training. From prior projects 

we know that peer support in many cases is more accepted by the targets than feedback from a trainer 

from outside. It helps to empower the participants and fosters self-responsibility of the targets.  

 

To prepare them exercises of active listening or motivating questions respectful feedback might be 

introduced, if needed (depending on the level of the group). They will need these skills especially for 

the interviews they will have to carry out in the 1.2 My passion, my purpose activity. Especially also 

because each participant has to fill the IKIGAI template for their partner (not for themselves!) as 
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sometimes an outside observer can retrieve more information from a conversation with a person rather 

than a person himself/herself when speculating about own life, character, interests, etc.  

 

Module 2: Personal Value – Social Value 

Also, this module helps the participants to improve active listening skills and get aware of their 

competencies and capacities. Besides demonstrating the importance of teamwork, the exercises 

suggested in this module help the participants to value mutual support and networking to improve 

cooperation.  

Especially activity 2.2. My social skills will help the participants to train their active listening skills 

and to provide “objective” observation feedback.  

It is important that the second person share observations and not interpretations! To ensure that, the 

trainer shall clarify the difference in between both before starting the exercise.  

 

Observations are behaviours that we get aware of, something which was done in a specific way e.g. I 

have seen you started with this point. About this point you spoke much more. Speaking about this 

point you were smiling.  

Interpretations is connecting the observation with a personal idea of the observer, e.g. Children seem 

to be important to you. You did not like to speak about this.  

 

The observer can take note of whatever he/she remarks as long as it is neutral. When providing 

feedback, he/she also should not be interrupted and the feedback should not be a dialogue, which 

allows the presenter to re-think his issues and their real importance. 

 

Also exercise 2.3 serves the training of mutual support provision and improvement of listening and 

communication skills. The specific task of the second person is to listen carefully and to give feedback 

on what he/she hears and, by doing so, enlarge the pool of possible ideas or provide specific helpful 

hints how these plans could be realised. In this way again, participants learn to explain own issues, 

listen to each other and providing peer support, which is essential for the later multiplication of the 

learning within their communities. 

 

Module 3: From Social Needs to a Social Product 

Also this module includes peer support exercises whilst learning more about tools to identify problems 

in local communities, target groups affected by those problems and their needs. In Activity 3.1 they 

learn to: 

- Concentrate on the essential  

- Train active and respectful listening  

- Talk and exchange in a group and thus gain more self-confidence  

- Convince others of own ideas and believes  

 

Module 5: My Passionpreneuring 
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In IO1 there are some exercises where peer coaching is used. For example, the exercise in Module 

5 –“PITCHING MY PASSION PROJECT”- is about presenting the social business idea or 

simply oneself in front of the peers to get feedback and evaluation. In practice, trainees must pitch 

themselves or their business idea with a short presentation. All the other trainees are supposed to 

peer evaluate the presentation and give their comments/suggestions/feedback. This will enable 

the participants to practice their public speaking and presentation skills by using the “Elevator 

Pitch” technique. Elevator means elevator. The Elevator Pitch is in fact the speech that an 

entrepreneur would make to an investor if he happened to be with him in the elevator. The 

entrepreneur, therefore, would find himself forced to describe himself and his business 

synthetically, clearly and effectively to convince the investor to invest in him, but within the time 

limits imposed by the elevator ride (the specialized literature on this subject fixes this limit to 5 

minutes). This exercise has a double objective: for the trainers the exercise will help train the 

participants to evaluate ideas and provide constructive feedback as each pitch will be public and 

peers will evaluate the presentation done by other peers; in addition, participants will practice 

their public speaking skills and their understand of the Elevator Pitch concept. Being able to 

present oneself or own ideas in few minutes is a hard challenge for everyone. During the 

implementation of the 5.3 exercise, to guarantee the good results of the exercise and practice peer 

coaching in a correct way, the trainer/facilitator should: 

 should explain the most important points on how to develop a public speech 

 explain how to address the audience and how to point out the most important content 

 clarify that it is important not only getting theoretical input, but also the opportunity to exercise 

the learning content 

 explain that following to the explanation each participant will have the opportunity to speak 

and receive feedback from the others 

 to ensure the feedback is provided in a correct manner, in the spirit of the Appreciative Inquiry 

Approach, which is the approach extensively used in PASSIONPRENEURS project to 

investigate passions and discover skills of the participants. 

 

 

3.3 Practical tools for the workshops, using the principles of experiential learning 

As Brandon Carson (2015) stated in his article on LinkedIn, “learning as an adult is different 

from how you learned as a child. As an adult, you accumulate life experiences and form certain 

mindsets over time. You also tend to learn more effectively and efficiently when you experience 

something relevant to the context in which you’re in while acquiring new knowledge, or building 

on past knowledge. To design effective learning experiences for busy adults, it’s best to rely on 

what is referred to as experiential learning - learning that engages people with purposefully direct 

experiences and offers focused reflection in order to increase knowledge, develop skills and 

clarify values”. 

The 10 principles of experiential learning include: 
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 Experiences that are supported by reflection, critical analysis and synthesis; 

 Experiences that are structured to require the learner to take initiative, make decisions and 

be held accountable for results; 

 Experiences where the learner is actively engaged in posing questions, investigating, 

experimenting, being curious, solving problems, assuming responsibility, being creative, 

and constructing meaning; 

 Experiences where learners are engaged intellectually, emotionally, socially, and/or 

physically. This involvement produces a perception that the learning task is authentic. 

Heightening emotions, specifically, drives deeper engagement and can be perceived as 

more authentic; 

 Experiences that show the results of the learning are personal and form the basis for future 

experience and learning; 

 Experiences where relationships are developed and nurtured: learner to self, learner to 

others, and learner to the world at large; 

 Experiences where both the facilitator and learner may experience success, failure, 

adventure, risk-taking and uncertainty, because the outcomes of experience cannot always 

be predicted; 

 Experiences where opportunities are nurtured for both learners and facilitators to explore 

and examine their own values; 

 Experiences where the facilitator’s primary role includes establishing relevant situations, 

posing problems, setting boundaries, supporting learners, insuring physical and emotional 

safety, and facilitating the whole learning process; 

 Experiences that include debriefing to highlight lessons learned and relate them to the 

workplace. 

Keeping in mind these suggestions and tips, PASSIONPRENEURS trainers/facilitators should 

use tools for their workshops which are based on peer-to-peer learning and coaching and 

experiential learning. The exercise in Module 5 –“PITCHING MY PASSION PROJECT” is the 

perfect example of an activity based on peer-to-peer coaching and experiential learning. But the 

question raises spontaneously: How to build a peer education intervention? 

The design includes a series of phases: 

 analysis of the needs of the learners; 

 analysis of the available resources; 

 purposes and objectives to respond to the needs of the learners; 

 definition of the working group; 

 identification of peer educators (according to criteria established on the basis of the 

established objectives); 

 training of peer educators; 

 planning and implementation of planned interventions; 
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 implementation of interventions between peers; 

 evaluation. 

Once the peer educators have been selected, the group is formed, using interactive methods, such 

as brainstorming, role-playing games, cooperative games that help the peer educators both to 

broaden their knowledge relating to various behaviors and to increase affective, relational and 

communicative skills useful for reach their peers in the project. From the peer group, the learners 

feel understood and confident and can experience their own self-efficacy, share experiences and 

emotions. 

There are many tools for experiential learning-based peer-to-peer activities. Some are described 

by Brookfield (2013): Circle of voices, Chalk talk, Questioning, Snowballing, Conversational 

roles and many others. In this case the facilitation has its center in favoring connections, 

exchanges, relationships and in the management and respect of rules that allow the active 

participation of all the actors involved. Group work is a method in itself, a modality through which 

learning processes are promoted in different educational contexts, through the use of methods and 

techniques that facilitate the processes of animation, collaboration and cooperative learning. 

Among the activities promoted that contribute to generating interaction and involvement we can 

include some such as: One minute paper, Think, pair and share, Formative quiz, Computer-based 

interaction systems and Concept maps (Coryell, 2016). Following are some tools and techniques 

for peer-to-peer experiential learning: 

CIRCLE TIME 

The participants arrange themselves in a circle, with a conductor who has the role of soliciting 

and coordinating the debate within a set time limit. The succession of interventions according to 

the order of the circle must be strictly respected. The conductor assumes the role of privileged 

interlocutor in asking questions or providing answers. Circle time facilitates and develops circular 

communication, favors self-knowledge, promotes the free and active expression of ideas, 

opinions, feelings and personal experiences and, finally, creates a climate of serenity and sharing 

facilitating the establishment of any new working group or preliminary to any subsequent activity. 

Please also check Danilo Dolci’s Reciprocal Maieutic Approach (RMA) (Annex 1) for an 

example of “CIRCLE TIME”. 

ROLE PLAYING 

Role playing consists in the simulation of behaviors and attitudes generally adopted in real life. 

Participants must assume the roles assigned by the trainer and behave as they think they would 

actually behave in the given situation. This technique therefore has the objective of acquiring the 

ability to play a role and to understand in depth what the role requires. Role playing is a real 

subject play. It looks at the behaviors of individuals in interpersonal relationships in specific 

operational situations to find out how people can react in those circumstances. The trainer is 

required to respect learners in their choices and reactions without judging. Like any awareness 
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raising technique used for training purposes, role playing must also be used as such (for training 

purposes), must have structured sequences and must end with a verification of learning. 

FLIPPED CLASSROOM 

The teaching approach of the £inverted teaching£ type is to ensure that learners can study before 

taking lessons in class, also through videos. It may seem trivial, but this approach, by flexibly 

assigning the knowledge transmission phase to other times and spaces, allows you to “free” an 

incredible amount of time in the training room and, therefore, to be able to take greater care of 

the moment of real, meaningful learning. with the support of a trainer-facilitator. The flipped 

classroom (or inverted teaching) consists, in fact, of inverting the place where you train (at home 

instead of a classroom) with the place where you study (in the classroom and not at home). The 

basic idea is that the training becomes “homework” while the time face-to-face is used for 

collaborative activities, experiences, debates and workshops. In this context, the trainer/facilitator 

becomes a guide, a kind of “mentor”, the director of the training action. At home, videos and 

other e-learning resources are widely used as content to be studied, while in the classroom learners 

experiment, collaborate, carry out laboratory activities. 

In a didactic approach of this type, in which the learner is asked to personally take charge of his 

own learning process, the participant to PASSIONPRENEURS workshops “learns to learn” and 

becomes more easily an “active” person. 

INNOVATION 

Today, the user is increasingly central to the learning process, so the teacher must give way to 

others who are more familiar and closer, such as that of the tutor or mentor, real facilitators of the 

complex macrocosm of learning. These two figures are enhanced by peer learning, identifying in 

the team the people most suitable for the peer training process, together with other trainees. The 

innovation lies in the fact that the learning contents do not come “from above”, but are already 

somehow “inside” the group. Peer learning offers considerable advantages, such as: 

 improvement of learning; 

 activation of trust and collaboration mechanisms; 

 development of self-esteem; 

 implementation of relational and communication skills. 

This is particularly true for the activities developed by PASSIONPRENEURS project, where the 

training programme is designed to be highly participatory so to motivate participants and engage them 

in developing their own social enterprise projects or simply themselves. At the same time while 

working on their own project participants will be encouraged and will learn how to support others to 

multiply within their communities the impact of the lessons they learned in the training. Again, the 

peer learning will be used to amplify the results of the project and empower indirect stakeholders. 

PASSIONPRENEURS programme is based on empowerment and peer coaching/mentoring 
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methodologies that support the entrepreneurial and self-management skills. This approach 

encompasses the whole PASSIONPRENEURS training programme – from raising awareness of the 

personal situation, to identifying the need for change, getting users to obtain the tools for themselves 

while also being aware of the need to help others to undergo the same process, thus giving rise to 

innovative ideas and projects of social entrepreneurship. Thus, PASSIONPRENEURS generates the 

momentum for personal and professional change and transmits it to generate social change. Thus, peer 

coaching and working is present throughout all modules. 

 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

Peer coaching and leaning are the basis of PASSIONPRENEURS project as the idea is to create 

a multiplier effect on the target groups especially after the end of the project, improving trainees’ 

skills in learning and transmitting the “passion” for social matters and trigger the will of self-

employment and entrepreneurial mind-set. The emulation effect and the idea to create role models 

within the target group is the essence of the project and trainers/facilitators should keep this in 

mind throughout PASSIONPRENEURS training programme. 
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